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Columbia's Heaven & Earth College explores 
further expansion 
By Ryan Adair 
Managing/News Editor 
Columbia is continuin1! its land 
grab in the South Loop lo further 
expand the campus. At the April 
I 3 College Council meeting. 
Executi ve Vice-President Bert 
Gall high lighted some of the cur-
rent real estate projects the college 
is now consickrin!.!. 
from Columbia. 
Despite the progress. however. 
Gall stressed that the plans arc not 
definite and things would look 
more viable in 12 months. after 
resol ving financing and zon ing 
issues. 
Since the "super dorm" plan is 
only a proposal at this stage. Gall 
a lso brought two other housin!.! 
options Columbia is current\ ) 
explori ng. 
The school may recei' c a donat-
ed bui\din~ that would house \50 
tn 180 sttTdcnts. Columbia ma,· 
a lso gain another opportunity tO 
house 800 studt:nts at anotht: r 
pt.::nding site. 
Judith Zettia and her daughter, Lidawu, view one of the many exhibits, during the Glass Curtain 
Gallery's international show, "Heaven & Earth: 2 Visions of China." 
Amon~ the mosl notable of these 
projects .... is a joint student- hous ing 
proposa l. Columbia had been 
court in!.! the idc:a of sharinu a lan.!.e 
dormitory-style building i(> house 
stU< .. knts with three othl.!r Chicago 
area colk·!.!cs: D~Paul Uni\ ersitv .. 
Roost:vdt """u ni\ crsitv and Robt: .. rt 
Morris Collet!e. -
The site to~ the proposed "super 
dorm·· is on the corner of !Iarrison 
Stre\!t and \Vabash 1\\ enuc. 
Origina lly. the build ing was to 
ha\'e housed several busines~es on 
the uround !lour. includim.! n:stau-
rantS and grocery ...... stores. 
However. because the C"L\ is 
planning to rdocatc its ct track~ 
below the site the project has been 
downsca\ed. said Gall. 
The college may also rccci\·e yet 
another build in!.!. but for acadcmi~ 
expansion. Gal l told the council 
that the acquisition of the donated 
build ing is a 50 percent possibility. 
110\\ t:n:-r.. nothinu is currcntlv on By Ned a Simeonova 
Staff Writer 
several days. 
"Anyth ing with this size that 
is a lso arriv ing interna tiona ll y 
causes problems ... sa id Anna 
Aaker. Program Coordinator. 
The worries melted ofT the 
organize rs ' faces afte r the art -
work arri ved. 
bridging the gap b~t\\'Cl!n 
Eastl:rn and \Vcstc rn art. " sa id 
Chip Tom. curator of the exhi-
bition. 
the table. - -
" It could happen "ithin the next 
six to 12 months ... he said. The Glass Curtain Gallery 
opened its doors to host the 
first international exhibit ion 
for Columbia. ''Heaven & 
Earth: 2 Visions of China'' fea-
tures an exhibition of Chinese 
contemporary art by Xu Jiang 
and Shi Hui until April 23, 
2001. 
The opening reception origi-
nally scheduled for March 29 
turned out to be more of an 
unpacking party. The exhibi-
tion was postponed for the fol -
lowing day due to unforeseen 
problems with customs, where 
the artwork was delayed for 
People who came to the exhi -
bition had a good time over 
food and drinks. despite the 
lack of an exhi bit. 
On the fo llowing evening. the 
exhibition was ready and 
opened for the public and both 
of the Chinese arti sts were 
present. 
"Heaven & Earth: 2 Visions 
of China" presents "a husband 
and wife team, a pa inter and a 
sculptor, two artists who arc 
"The Center for Asian Arts 
and Media had asked me to 
curate this exhibition here at 
Columbia. I proposed an exhi-
bition that wou ld focus on the 
exchange o f ideas between 
Eastern and Western art 
through the Chinese phi loso-
phy of Tao: the balance of life 
and nature: Yin and Yang: 
opposing, yet equal powers 
that co-exist in harmony.'' said 
Tom. In Tom's view. the two 
artists present two differen t 
visions of what is China today. 
See Exhibit, page 2 
The businesses on the ground 
floor of the dorm have- been 
removed in an effort to reduce the 
a moun! of space taken. The proj-
ect. now an estimated $ 135 million 
venture, wi ll be deve loped through 
a non-profit organization that will 
represent a ll four colleges. The 
proposed "super dorm" wi ll house 
approximate ly I ,680 studen ts 
tota l. wi th a projected 600 being 
Gall also noted that within the 
nex t two years. the city is expect-
in!.! nine new bui ldin!.!s to be con-
stt~JCtcd in the South Loop area. 
"So action should be taken to 
acqui re the appropriate space 
needed [lor Columbia] as soon as 
possible:· he said. 
He also updated the progress of 
Buddy Guy 's Place. the world 
famous blues club. which was 
scheduled to build a new site next 
to the college's 623 S. Wabash 
build ing. Gt7y·s has been delayed 
See Council, page 2 
Campus mugging prompts security awareness 
By Angela Timmons 
Staff Writer 
The recent robbery of a Columbia 
administrator in a 600 South Michigan 
building restroom, has prompted campus 
safety to double efforts in educating the 
college community abou t crime and 
.security. 
On March 28, Budget Analyst Michael 
Jackson was robbed in the fourth floor 
restroom shortl y before noon. The perpe-
trator grabbed Jackson from behind, and 
gave the impression he had a gun by 
pressing his fi ngers against Jackson 's 
back. He then demanded Jackson to hand 
over hi s wallet and ordered hi m not turn 
around for fi ve minutes. Jackson sa id 
police and campus security responded 
quickly. 
"A fter the incident I ran immediately 
and got my co lleague because I knew I 
couldn ' t focus clea rly. Within 30 sec-
onds, he rushed me down to security. 
Campus security and two plainclothes 
Chicago police officers came in within 
minutes " he said 
Beca'use Jack~on was grabbed from 
beh'ind,l and only saw a portion of the 
perp~trator 's hand, he was unable to give 
authorities a full description. Despite 
sweeps of the building made by security 
and Chicago police, the perpetrator was 
not apprehended and 
got away with $30 
and Jackson's cred it 
cards. 
Jackson had can-
celled his credit cards 
within 30 minutes of 
" We are used to 
coming here every-
day and fee ling safe." 
uation into a learning 
situation." 
the robbery but he - Michael .Jackson 
later discovered over ____ :....:.:..:..:.:.:..:.:..:...::..:.:.:.:.:::...:.~--
ThotH!.h the incident wa"i 
unl0r1ll7mtc .. Meegan said 
she was 1,\\ad to sc'\: the 
secu r i ty·~ method in 
responding to such situ-
at ions followed 
th rough. Hut she adds 
$200 in charges were made at the State 
Street stores of Walgreen's. Carson Pirie 
Scott and Marshall Field 's. 
Jackson said things have returned to 
normal in hi s office, though he and his 
colleagues were shaken up a bi t. " \t 'sjust 
the fitct that it happened so close to 
where we work. We arc used to coming 
in here cvctyday and feeling safe." 
Martha Meegan, d irector of campus 
safety at Columbia, said Jackson did the 
right thing by cooperating with the per-
petrator. 
"Whether there's a weapon or not, the 
threat o f a weapon is the same. It creates 
a huge level of vulnerability and one can 
only respond the way he did, which is 
allowing them to take whatever they 
want," she sa id. 
In response to the inc ident, Meegan 
contacted Columbia staff o ffe ring work-
shops on safety and security tips for them 
and their students. "You want to take 
advantage of the opportun ity. A serious 
thing occurred and you can turn a bad sit-
that now is the time li.>r t.::\·;.Jiuat in l..!. cam-
pus safe ty and securi ty. J\cconBng to 
Meegan, the admi nistration is taking a 
closer look at the issue. 
"\ think they fthc adm inistration I arc 
mak ing it a greater priorit y. 1\.ny time 
you have a personal threat against a 
lllCillhcr of the CllllllllUil it y. it is going to 
cnhancl.! the t.::valuation of the programs 
in plal:c and then assess if mon: 
resources arc needed." she said. 
" Whether it means an increased securi ty 
presence or alarm systems. the admi nis-
tration is assessing that.." 
Current ly, the scwrity sta ll' averages 
from 2R-30 olliccrs according to .lose 
Gallegos. director of security at 
Columbia. Gallegos is an agent of 
Columbia. but is employed by SDI. a pri-
vate security company. to direct the scctt-
rity fi>rcc at the college. Gallegos said 
each bui lding is stall'cd by one otliccr at 
all times, with one roving officer who 
conti nually pat ro ls throughou t the cam-
pus's \0 buildings. The addition of the 
new patrol \·c hick aids in the pa tro lli ng 
c llorts. 1\c added that the securi ty force 
can lltll'" tuatc tn accommodate the needs 
of the collc!.!e. 
'"'"\\'c hm·c '"cert ified securit y prnl~ssitm ­
als here. Uut we do usc o ll'-duty Chi~ago 
and State jWlil'"C ofli...: c.:rs and Cook ~\HIIl­
ty t.kputics t.kpt.·nding 011 ct:rtain inr i-
dt.::nts that we ha\'l' ... ht: said. 
Somc s tudl·nts think thl' Sl't'urity prcs-
l'llcc slwuld he.: i n ~rcascd in L·:unpus 
hui\dill!.!S . '"'" If S~lllh .. 'OilC \\:IS hl walk in 
aftt.:r Ill~ in :1 ba throom and Jock thL' d0\'1" .. 
tht.::n: is no Olh.' on that k\ d. and in that 
art.::a to hL·ar anything. It's prL·tty danger-
ous." said ..ludi Puttl' an I :\-vcar-old 
freshman t:1shitHl t.h:sign maj or \\.ho wor-
ri....:d that stmknts arl' \ ulnc.:rahk lltll'l' 
they gd abov....: a bui ld ing's lohh~·-
.lackie Garland I X, also a frL'shman 
majoring in l(lsh ion design. agreed and 
said she is careful to not he alone at 
night. and wh ile hc.: ing in tc.:n·ic\\ed . 
showed hl'r whi st le given to ht.::r as part 
o f a wd c...:omin!.! !.!in from (\)lumhia. 
'" 'Whenever I L!t; o~1 t at ni!.!hl I L!tl with 
friends. I'm ne-ver by myself." sh~ said. 
Meegan said thL·re arL' cha lkngt·s to 
security t(n a cnllcgc that is ··intcgratl.!d 
within the city Jill.•." OthL·r sdhl\lls can 
place cmcrgl.'n...:y ~all buttons outsidL' {lf 
See Security, page 2 
.. 
News and Notes 
Columbia faculty member 
hosts special screening 
A screening of two eposodes from the Comedy Central 
senes . "Strangers With Candy," directed by Columboa 
Film and Video faculty member Dan Dinello, will take 
place Wed., Apnl 25, on the Ludington building. 11 04 S. 
Wabash, room 302. The episodes feature Columbia 
alumnus Andy Richter. Dinello will be present at the 
screening, which is free of charge and open to the 
Columbia community. 
Florence abroad program 
offered for summer session 
In July, 2001 advanced level, undergraduate/graduate 
photography students will be offered an opportunity to 
explore contemporary life within the "medieval" urban 
environment of Florence. Italy, and examine the contrari-
ety between 15 and 21 century value systems. Issues of 
cultural memory, Enlightenment philosophies, global con-
sumerism, and institutionalized tourism will be incorporat-
ed into the curriculum and be the emphasis of our studies 
and production. Documentary, as well as fabricated nar-
rative approaches will be encouraged and explored dur-
ing the three-week class. This course is specifically 
intended to strengthen image construction, symbolic hier-
archies, color and b&w theory, and semiotic signification. 
Rigorous photographic production and critique will be 
essential. Participants will be required to produce a port-
folio of images, maintain a working journal, as well as 
write a terminal paper. Over the course period we will 
travel to Venice for the 2001 Biennale, as well as attend 
regular art history/lecture tours throughout the Florence 
area. Guest artists and scholars will also present works to 
the class. Admission to this 3-credit hour course will be by 
permission of the instructor. 
The course will be facilitated at the Santa Reparata 
International School of Art, situated in the heart of historic 
Florence. Santa Reparata will arrange for comfortable 
housing within walking distance to the Studio. The Studio 
provides a full b&w darkroom with eight enlargers, six 
Macs with scanner and an Epson color printer. Local labs 
provide inexpensive processing and printing for those 
working with color, silver materials. Participants must 
bring their own camera equipment, however, production 
materials are reasonably priced in Florence. 
Important dates and deadlines: 
Apri l 23-26: 
May 18: 
June 4-7, 9: 
June 15: 
July 6: 
July 28: 
Columbia pre-registration 
for Summer Session 
Deadline for course depos it 
Columbia registration for 
Summer Session 
Deadline for course full pay 
ment 
Depart from Chicago to 
Florence 
Return to Chicago 
Approximate total cost , excluding meals is $3200. 
Fees for housing will be paid to Santa Reparata. Fees for 
registration, studio, and travel will be paid to the Bursar at 
Columbia 
'It is not required that you be reg istered as a full-time 
student at Columbia College Chicago, however you 
must register through Columbia as a student-at-large. 
For reservations and more information : (312)-344-
7867 or email at jwolke@popmai l.colum.edu 
Departments to host week 
long music event/workshops 
The lnterdiscoplinary Arts department and Music depart-
ment woll present a week long residency by the noted 
Amencan composer Terry Riley. Roley's 1964 composi-
toon IN C marked the begmnongs of the musical style 
known as Mmomahsm. and hos work onfluenced West 
Coast Jazz, psychedelic rock, as well as Classical music 
composotoon Roley will be on campus for an entire week 
and woll also present a solo poano recotal at the Arts Club 
of Chocago on Thursday, April 19. Riley woll host a series 
of concerts and workshops at Columboa from Tuesday, 
Apnl 17 through Sunday, April 22. For more informatoon 
of the events. call Jeff Abell at (312) 344-7270. 
If you haw an upcoming event or 
announcement, please call 
th(· Chronid(''s ne ws desk 
at ( 312) 344-7255. 
VISIT US ON THE WEB AT 
WWW.CCCHRONICLE.COM 
s 
Around Campus 
Sheila Bocchine/Chrooicle 
RoseAnna Mueller, a professor in the Liberal Education department, gave a special presentation of Easter 
customs in Guatemala, complete with food from south of the border. The event took place last Wed., April11. 
Exhibit 
Continued from Front Page 
"I'm Chinese-American and aii - Wenhui Lu. CaroiAnn Brown, 
my l ife I had to blend that idea. It d irector of the Glass Curtain 
has been a big part of my life. This Gallery was also enthusiastic about 
exhibit is not only for the people the rare event. 
here but also the people in China." " It is our first international exhib-
He added. "The artists views are it. There are people from all over 
very different from each other and the world to see the exhibition.," 
so are their incorporation of she said. " Organizing it was fun and 
Western ideas into their work." stressful because there were a lot of 
Chinese students from Roosevel t things that were out of my control, 
University, currently taking the which 1:m not used to." 
MBA program for I nternational American Airlines was sponsoring 
Leadership were also very interest- the Columbia Center for Asian Arts 
ed of the exhibit. and Media event. 
"We are the citizens of China and " I 'm very proud to sponsor such 
we are very interested in the exhi- an event. It is a great opportunity to 
bition. We want to see how the introduce an international culture. 
Western people view Chinese art," To actually see it in person instead 
said Roosevelt University's of in a magazine, to see the size and 
Securit 
textures that you can't get from a 
magazine and to get to talk to the 
artists," said Chika Maruyama, 
American Airlines' representative 
for the Paci fie Sales Promotion of 
the Chicago Region. 
From the Consulate General of 
The People's Republic of China in 
Chicago, Yang Song was also pres-
ent at the exhibition. "I am very 
grateful to Columbia because 
Chinese Art can be presented to 
the American people," he said. 
" American people maybe can 
find differences or similarities in 
Western art and contemporary 
Chinese art." 
Continued from Front Page 
bui ldings, however, that 
poses a part icular chal-
lenge to campuses l ike 
Columbia's. 
" For a so-called campus 
environment, that's great. 
The problem is how many 
calls would we get that 
would be dedicated to fac-
ulty, staff and students? 
Or would they be from the 
general publ ic? We have 
many residential build-
ings, and businesses in 
between educat ional 
bu ildings." Currently call 
buttons arc on all general 
classroom noors in 
Columbia buildings, but 
Meegan said they are 
working to add them to 
every single noor. 
Meegan hoped that by 
aiding students and staff 
to be more aware of their 
surroundings, and be pay-
ing attention to their intu-
ition, some crimes can be 
avoided. She also said the 
security office will always 
post alerts on campus of 
incidents to increase 
awareness. Meegan ref-
crcd to a recent incident 
involving an attempted 
pick-pocket, where a 
female student was target-
ed. Not only were the 
details of the incident pro-
vided to alert the campus 
community, Meegan also 
wanted to send a message 
to would-be criminals. 
ty, staff and students. All 
will be held in the 623 S. 
Wabash building. The 
scheduled workshops are: 
Wednesday, April 18 from 
12 p.m. to 1 p.m. in room 
628 where self-defense 
for women will be fea-
tured by Chimera, 
Thursday. April 19 from 
12 p.m. to I p.m. in room 
3 11 , the topic wi ll be nav-
igating city li fe. and 
Friday, April 20 from l2 
p.m. to I p.m. in Hokin 
Center, when "psychic 
self-defense" will be dis-
cussed. 
Council 
Cont inued from Front Page 
in construction, since there is no 
permit yet, due to a window si t.c 
discrepancy with the City of 
Chicago's l.andrnurk Commiss ion. 
llowever, Columbia is sti ll interest-
ed in leasing the top two fl oors of 
the proposed six-story building. 
A lso 111 the works is a single-room 
occupu11cy bui ld ing to be erected by 
the Sulvation Army on the south-
west corner of l lnrriso11 Street u11d 
Wabash Avc11ue. The college is cur-
rently looki11g Into obtuinlng u lo11g· 
term leuse l 11 the 7,500 S4llltre foot 
rctul l spncc i11 the bottom floor of 
the bui ldl11g. 
Gall suld the college Is eonstuntly 
" We're letting the crimi-
nals know that we're 
aware. That everyone else 
knows and are on alert so 
therefore you should find 
an easier target," she said 
Meegan said she has 
spoken to a few classes 
since making the offer to 
faculty and has scheduled 
three workshops for facul-
striving to find more space to better 
provide lilr the needs of the student 
body. "We nrc still a long way for 
huvmg enough space to properly 
serve our current enrollment." 
Accompany ing the ever-growing 
prospects o f the South Loop expan-
sion projects is the major concern of 
the disappeuruncc or parking 
spaces, snu.l Gull. Since Columbia 
is a mujor school lor commuters. 
this pmblem will direct ly all'ccl its 
students. Seven purkinl! lots lh ltn 
Congress l'nrkway to Roosevelt 
Road uro expected to diSll ppcar 
within the next two yours. he snld. 
The city mny construct n lnrl!c, 
high-rise parking gnrnge. hut there 
are still no plans slnted to address 
the parking issue in the Loop. 
"We nrc concerned and continue 
to tell our concerns to the city," Gnll 
said. 
In other coundlncws: 
• Cnlumbin is currently cement· 
inl! un intcrnntionnl 1'tlt11ionship 
with Jikei Group, 11 progressi e 
two-ycnr prol'cssimml uM rmd medill 
schnol in Jnpun. In Fcbrunry. 1111, 
Oetll\ Cumllne Lnltu nnd l'n:sident 
Wnrrkk L. nncr tnwcled t\l the 
school to meet ' ith otll..:iftls, in 
See eo.el, Pl&e S 
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Fiction writing hosts week long festival 
By Melanie Masserant 
Staff Writer 
The power of the written word, as it 
relates to different cultures, was celebrat-
ed in late March when the Fiction Writing 
department of Columbia hosted The Story 
Week Festival of Writers-"Crossing 
Borders/Pushing Boundaries." 
The fifth annual event was funded by a 
grant from the Illino is Humanities 
Council and co-sponsored by the Chicago 
Public Library and the Center for Asian 
Arts. The writers chosen for this year's 
Story Week, call upon their own cultural 
traditions and life experiences, and they 
propel past the confines of cultural stereo-
types to examine universa l themes, said 
event organizers. 
Prominent writers that attended were: 
Native American author Sherman Alexic 
(Reservation Blues and The Toughest 
Indian in the World), Southern fiction 
writer Dorothy Allision (Bastard Out of 
Carolina and Cavedwe/ler), African-
American mystery writer and Columbia 
alumnus Hugh Holton (Time of the 
Assassins and Presumed Dead), 
renowned African-A merican novel ist 
Louise Meriwether (Shadow Dancing and 
Daddy Was a Number Runner) and 
Chinese expatriate and Columbia alumna 
Geling Yan (White Snake and Lost 
Daughter of Happiness) . 
The variety of multi-cultural writers 
present reflects Columbia's diversity and 
the school's mission, said Randy Albers, 
Fiction Writing chair and one of the festi-
val's founding producers. 
"The intent of Story Week is for aspir-
ing writers to hear estab lished and 
renowned authors. It ' s des igned to carry 
out Columbia's mission, which is to train 
students to become authors of their cul-
ture and of their time," Albers said. 
The part-time faculty reading March 26, 
at the Ferguson Theater, launched the 
event. Some of the featured faculty were 
Joe Meno, author of Tender Hellfire and 
co-founder of the literary magazine 
Sleepwalk; Aaron Roy Even, author of 
Bloodroot; and Carson Becker, winner of 
the 1998 Joseph Jefferson Best Play 
Award for A Mislaid Heaven. Becker and 
Steppenwolf Theatre actor Troy West 
read two scenes from Becker's new play 
The Erotic Life of Property. 
On March 27, a benefit for striving 
authors took place at the Columbia 
Residence Center, where a panel of 
experts answered questions pertaining to 
the business of writing, editing and pub-
lishing. 
On the panel was Sheri Holman, award-
winning author of The Dress Lodger; Sam 
Jemielity, Playboy.com's sex editor; Amy 
Einhorn, Editorial Director for Warner 
Books; Joanna Pulcina, literary agent for 
the Linda Chester Agency; and Sam 
Weller, author of Secret Chicago. 
According to Jemielity, one surefire way 
to make manuscripts marketable is a tech-
nique that is not found in the classroom. 
"Not taught in schools enough is the art of 
schmoozing," Jemielity said. "However, 
there is a fine line between being polite 
and being an asshole." 
Readers had the chance to get personal-
ly acquainted with authors Alexic and 
All is on during the March 28 event 
"Conversations with the Authors." 
The New Yorker featured Alexic in its 
summer issue,"20 Writers for the 21st 
Century." He is also an Native American 
r ights activist who shattered the 
Hollywood stereotype of "loincloth 
Indians" in his 1998 film "Smoke 
Signals." 
Allison is best recognized for her first 
novel Bastard Out of Carolina, which 
was one of five final ists for the 1992 
Nationa l Book Award. Allison ' s per-
formance work, 1ivo or Three Things I 
Know for Sure, was translated into a short 
documentary which won prizes at the 
Aspen and Toronto film festivals. 
"Each of these writers, in many ways, 
fi ll their pages with borders crossed and 
boundaries pushed," said Patty McNair, 
the event's artistic director, during the 
Wednesday event, "Conversations with 
Mclaughiln/Chromcle 
Celebrated authors Sherman Alexie and Dorothy Allison, with Patty McNair s erving as 
moderator, during the Conversation with the Authors portion of Story Week. 
the Authors." 
"The characters of their stories move 
from the South to the West over state 
lines, from the country to the city. They 
merge contemporary culture with time, 
war and commission, creating a mixed 
time-reality story." 
Award-winning author, Geling Yan, 
gave a reading from her new book, Lost 
Daughter of Happiness and discussed 
writing for film and fiction, Thursday, at 
the Herman D. Conaway Multicultural 
Center. 
Yan is an award-winning writer of short 
stories, novels, essays and screenplays. 
She was born in Shanghai and entered the 
People's Liberation Army at the age of 
12. There, she served in ballet and folk 
dance troupes that performed at military 
installations in the Sichuan Province. In 
the 1970s, she began her writing career as 
a war correspondent covering the Sino-
Vietnamese border wars. Her first novel, 
Green Blood, conveys her experiences as 
a girl soldier. Celestial Bath, a story she 
wrote at Columbia, was made into the 
award-winning film "Xiu Xie, The Sent-
Down Girl" directed by Joan Chen. 
Fiction writing students were given the 
opportunity to share their craft at the 
Fiction Writing department's "Student 
Board Open Mic," student reading on 
March 30. Story Week inspired its read-
ers and proved to be beneficial for writing 
growth. 
" You get to see a myriad of writers with 
all sorts of different backgro unds, disci-
plines and levels of progression in their 
writing," said Bryan A. Bushemi, a senior 
majoring in interdisplinary magazine 
journalism. "You get to compare yourself 
to them and see how their stuff sounds 
when it' s read. It' s so much different 
then actually reading it on the page." 
Other events included: An Alumni 
Reading at the Adventurers Club, a read-
ing by Sheri Holman, the award-winning 
author of A Stolen Tongue, an after-read-
ing celebration at the Metro with Louise 
Meriweather and Sherman Alexic, and 
Readings in the Raw, the Fiction depart-
ment's graduate reading series. 
College computers target of spam mail, possible hackers involved? 
By Christine Layous 
Staff Writer 
"Apparently one week ago unknown computer hackers 
infiltrated certain college computer servers and sued the 
servers to proliferate damage on other computers 
throughout the world," Gary Ferguson, network techn i-
cian in Columbia's MIS department, stated in an email 
March 2. 
That email was sent to every faculty and staff in the 
college stating that Columbia had a hacker problem. 
MIS technic ians refused to comment on the email say-
ing that they did not want to "get personally involved." 
Bert Gall, the executive vice president of Columbia, 
said that MIS had to shut down the emai l server to stop 
the problem, but could not offer more information. 
Two weeks later Bernadene McMahon, ch ief infor-
mation officer of MIS, s tated that there was no hacker. 
Instead rather, that spam mai I is to blame. 
Spam mail is "unsolicited bulk emai l. .. meaning that 
someone sent a swarm of emai I messages out to people 
who never requested any type of information from that 
sender," according to subdimension.com. "Just about 
everyone with an email box receives some form of j unk 
email from time to time. These messages usually carry 
some type of marketing message that should be 
Council 
Continued from Previous Page 
ignored." 
The Web s ite tells the spam receiver that they have two 
choices. They could either ignore and delete these 
emails, or report the spammer's (the person sending the 
spam email) activities to their Internet service provider. 
But it 's not always that easy to get rid of those annoying 
emails. 
Matthew McC!inktock, a technical Webmaster at the 
college, recently sent out an email stating that "some 
recent difficu lty w ith spammers has necessitated a 
change." That change was a switch from the old CGI 
script formmail.cgi to the new CGI script 
www2email.cgi on the college's Web s ite. 
"When the user requests a Web page (for example, by 
clicking on a highlighted word or entering a Web site 
address), the server sends back the requested page. 
However, when a user fi !Is out a form on a Web page and 
sends it in, it usually needs to be processed by an appli-
cation program," according to techtarget.com. 
"The Web server typically passes the form information 
to a small application program that processes the data 
and may send back a confirmation message. This 
method or convention for passing data back and forth 
between the server and the application is called the 
Common Gateway Interface (CGI)." 
So basically CGI processes the information sent in by 
the user. 
According to McC!inktock, "[the spammers] found a 
very clever way to forge HTTP headers ... they tricked 
our programs into sending out hundreds of emails." 
Simply, the spammer got into the college 's Web site 
and sent email through it under the college's name. 
McC!inktock says he knew it was an incident involv-
ing a spammer and not a hacker when he received a 
bounced email message the spammer sent out. 
This incident didn't compromise the security of the 
faculty's email service. "They didn 't even get near their 
email," McC!inktock said. "Just the webmasters had to 
make the change because only they were affected ." 
By chang ing the script, McCiinktock said the problem 
was then solved and now the sites are more secure. "We 
plugged that up pretty quickly," he said . 
MIS also reconfigured Netscape and Outlook in order 
to make emails more secure, according to McMahon. 
"We now require authentication to send mail," she said. 
When questioned why MIS couldn't tell the difference 
between a spammer and a hacker, McMahon denied that 
they had ever reported this incident as hacker related. 
When the email was mentioned and was offered to be 
read to her, she then commented that she no longer 
wished to discuss the matter further. 
"M IS treats every issue as a security issue," 
McCiinktock said . 
hopes of establishing a partnership. 
Currently Columbia is in tentative negoti-
ations to host several groups of students 
from the school for a weeklong study 
abroad program in Chicago. The second 
initiative of the program is to create a six 
to eight week intensive English as a sec-
ond language workshop. The third initia-
tive would give the Japanese students, 
who studied in the intensive workshop, 
the option to attend Columbia to earn a 
four-year degree. The program is still in 
the planning stages at this point, but sev-
eral trial dates have been set to test the 
plan. 
• Mark Kelly from Student Affairs 
announced that the Inauguration of 
Columbia's new president, Dr. Warrick L. 
Carter, will take place on June I, at the 
Ritz Carlton Hotel, with a street celebra-
tion scheduled two weeks prior, on May 
18. The street celebration will be open to 
the college community and is expected to 
feature several forms of enterta inment, 
including the Grammy nominated hip-
hop artist, Common, who is a former 
Columbia student. Kelly also announced 
that John Sarkowski , world renowned 
photographer and former curator of the 
Metropolitan Museum of Art in New 
York will be one of the honorary guests at 
the graduate commencement, while 
Harold Ramis, noted filmmaker and 
Chicago resident, will be one of six hon-
orary guests at the undergraduate com-
mencement. 
percent, and that students seem to be 
applying earlier, making Columbia their 
first choice for college. 
• A plus/minus grad ing system is 
expected for implementation in the fa ll of 
200 I . Lana noted that minor logistics had 
to be ironed out before the admini stration 
makes a formal announcement. 
• During the open forum of the meet-
ing, the college's current bid to restruc-
ture Columbia's administration was dis-
cussed. There are currently three differ-
ent proposals being circulated for council 
approval, including one from the 
provost's office and one from the CCFO. 
Most council members agreed the college 
needs to be restructured, due to the ever-
growing workload of the academic dean's 
office. Currently there is only one dean to 
handle all academic situations, including 
faculty needs. Under the proposed plans, 
one of the dean's positions wou ld be 
expanded into several positions. includ-
ing the dean of the faculty, the dean of the 
undergraduate school, the dean of the 
graduate school and the dean of academic 
development. 
Council member Kimo Williams sug-
gested that Columbia's student body 
should be included in the decision making 
process. "We need to involve the students 
in the restructuring plan." he said. "Most 
are not aware of this process. Their 
voice needs to somehow be there." 
The council will continue to explore 
the restructuring proposals within the 
next meetings. • Kelly noted that freshmen applica-
tions for the fall 200 I semester are up 40 
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"In a duel, there is only 
one instant winner, 
at questiapromo.com 
there are thousands:' 
For a chance to instantly win a 
Dell Laptop, Handspring Visors'~ 
messenger bags and more, go 
to questiapromo.com! 
Questia'" is the new online 
service designed to help 
students write better papers, 
faster and easier. 
questO~ 
Better Papers. Faster.-
''Street Beats'' Inaugural Festiv~l 
~ubMit 0eMOS to tH~ Hot<iH AHH~X. AoMiHiStRative e~·~ 
6~3 ~. tl/abaSH ~St fLOOR 
~ubMiSSioH o~aoLiH~: APRiL ~o, ~oo1 
foR MOR~ iH~O caLL 3~~3lflf.1~88 OR ~MaiL 
Hot<iHceHt~R@popMaiL.cOLut'l.~Ou 
(Jut} tflfJtfiiJf:r o f lito rttOttfJ llllt.\1 ho a ColttiiiiJtrt Collouo Situ/on / 
''The! Prog;amttf ' ' ll'hule allowt fur d11SS<!S iu he taught 011 ntriu11s subjeet> thut (.r<: 
.~eueml~v tg11ared, .tlwrd>y (!IICOtmtgillg the c-rrrttive a11d the applit:aliun uf amd<?mic 
mt·tllotfs t~{ una~vs1s ttl those subje~!ts that are not f ound in ri!gultlr eul!.!gt· clusscs. " 
Adam Ring. 
qberlin College Student 
Oberlin 'experiments' with 
punk rock, belly dancing 
By Andy Argyrakis 
Tribune Media Services 
While Adam Ring hasn't 
officially declared a major 
at Ohio's Oberlin College, 
there is one passion that 
resonates throughout his 
world. For Ring, punk rock 
is a hot topic, so much so 
that he actually developed 
a class called "Punk Rock 
and Society" with a friend 
and fe llow student. Oddly 
enough, this semester long 
course is available to take 
for credit at the small liber-
al arts school as part of its 
Experimental College. 
How serious can a class 
wi th such an outrageous 
tit le be taken? Well, for 
Ring, pretty seriously. He's 
made up an extensive syl-
labus to the course, has 
scheduled readings from 
famous rock critics, and 
assigns homework like 
analyzing punk rock mix 
tapes and typing up corre-
sponding papers. 
"Music is a primary inter-
est of mine, and punk is my 
favorite genre," confesses 
Ring, a freshman. "Most 
people view punk music as 
poorly arranged noise played 
by incompetent teenagers. A 
primary focus of the class for 
me is to approach the music 
from an academic standpoint 
and discuss the aesthetics, 
social implications, and 
ph ilosophies of the music 
and culture." 
The Experimental College 
began in I 968 as an experi-
ment in alternative educa-
tion. The program is com-
pletely run and taught by stu-
dents who volunteer their 
time and can even earn up to 
five of the I I 2 credit hours 
required for graduating, 
either by teaching or taking 
ExCo courses. The strange 
course offerings also inc lude 
classes with titles like "The 
Art and Artistry of Kevin 
Spacey," "Muppeto logy," 
and " Intermediate Belly 
Dancing." 
Despite the way they 
sound, the program commit-
tee that coordinates classes 
each semester has guidelines, 
loose as they may be, as to 
what courses can be taught 
and what just won 't cut it. 
"We make prospective 
teachers show us there class 
is go ing to be worthwhile 
and that they are actually 
going to lcam something," 
says the head of Ex Co Marie 
Rinkoski, a fourth-year stu-
dent doub le majoring in 
physics and clarinet per-
formance . "Teachers don't 
necessarily have to be an 
expert in what they teach, 
but have to have a certain 
amount of skill and be pas-
"Most people view 
punk music as 
poorly arranged 
noise played by 
incompetent 
teenagers. A 
primary focus of 
the class for me is to 
approach the music 
from an academic 
standpoint and 
discuss the 
aesthetics, social 
implications, and 
philosophies of the 
music and culture." 
Adam Ring. 
sionate about the topic." 
Plus the courses have to be 
structured in a way where an 
actual grade evaluat ion is 
given to students rather than 
a complete free for all. It's 
the courses that don 't show a 
clear-cut purpose or means 
of execution that don't make 
it into the program. But such 
matters are solely up to the 
discretion of the committee. 
"The administration does-
n't have that much say at all," 
Rinkoski boasts. "What we 
approve is what we approve, 
as long as there isn't a safety 
issue or legal violation 
involved in the class." 
However, having such free-
dom within the program can 
prove to be a double edged 
sword. Not only are some 
skeptical of course titles like 
"The Art of Coloring," but 
sometimes class attendance 
isn't all that high. 
"Sometimes c lasses don 't 
go that well because the 
instructor has a problem ini-
tiating discussion," Rinkoski 
admits. "Another problem is 
when people don't show up 
j ust like for any other class: 
Since it is not a requirement 
to graduate, students are 
more apt to sk ip them when 
they have too much other 
stuff to do." 
Even more serious courses 
like "Alternatives to Violence," 
taught by Wi lliam Singer, a 
sophomore politics major, have 
had their challenges when it 
comes to participation. 
"Students don't always 
devote themselves to it, 
especial ly if there are other 
classes or important interests 
making conflicting demands 
for their time," he says. "But 
this is fine with me, because 
the whole c lass was up front 
at the beginning of the 
semester with the amount 
of effort they would put 
into the course." 
A !though the program as a 
whole gets attention due to the 
off the wall class titles, many 
within the ExCo program, like 
Singer's, have a deeper mes-
sage. "Alternatives to 
Violence" takes place in a dis-
cussion format where every-
one from Ghandi to Martin 
Luther King Jr. is explored. 
"I have been quite pleas-
antly surprised at the amount 
of learning I've done in 
teaching the course," says 
Singer, a sophomore politics 
major. "Through the read-
ings and the challenges pre-
sented by the students in dis-
cussion, I have found myself 
reevaluating some of my 
beliefs and reinforcing oth-
ers. For me, it really is excit-
ing to accumulate and refine 
knowledge with the assis-
tance of my peers." 
According to several stu-
dents taking an ExCo c lass, 
just because it doesn't have 
a conventional theme does-
n't mean it's utterly point-
less. Freshman Tessa Shanks 
admits that even her father 
was a bit taken back by her 
enrollment in a belly dancing 
course, but she found it to be 
a bonding time for her and 
her friends. 
"The course teaches you 
the history of the practice 
and you Jearn that it's really 
not meant to be a scandalous 
thing at a ll," she says. "Belly 
dancing was started by 
women to bond with other 
women. We get to do that in 
the class and it also helps us 
be more comfortable with 
our bodies ." 
The point of Ex Co classes 
is to stand out from the rest 
of Oberlin's curriculum and 
give students more of a 
rounded educational base, as 
we ll re lief from their tedious 
class load. Plus, those teach-
ing classes w ithin the pro-
gram can also benefit from 
their role. 
"Teaching a class is an 
ideal way to develop speak-
ing and lecturing abilities, 
leadership roles, and how to 
properly prepare for a pres-
entation," says Ring. " What 
I enjoy most about being an 
ExCo teacher is probably 
the ab ility to share my 
thoughts about an art form 
that has long been written off 
as juvenile nonsense. 
"The ExCo program as a 
whole allows for classes to 
be taught on various subjects 
that arc generally ignored, 
thereby encouraging the 
creative and the application 
of academic methods of 
analysis to those subjects 
that are not found in regular 
college c lasses." 
s 
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Cornell U. Researchers 
Give Milk A Makeover 
Tribune Media Services 
It was only a matter of time 
before mi lk went to college 
and started rebell ing. 
In hopes of introducing a 
new generation of kids to the 
c lassic breakfast standard, 
researchers at Cornell 
University have developed e-
Moo, which is to a traditional 
glass of milk what Bart 
Simpson is to the Beaver. 
Researchers say that the 
drink, which wi ll hit stores 
nationwide in June, contains 
all the nutritional value of an 
old-fashioned glass of nonfat 
milk, but with more calcium 
and Jess sodium. 
Sounds like fun, right? 
Well, that's where the "e" in 
e-Moo, which is named in 
honor of "the Internet world 
that children Jive in," comes in. 
For starters, e-Moo will be 
a carbonated drink. And then 
there are the flavors: orange 
cremecicle, cookies and 
cream, and fudge brownie. 
Joseph I lotchkiss, a profes-
sor of food science at Cornell 
and one of the researchers 
behind the drink, said that 
with milk sales declining, a 
product like e-Moo might be 
what the industry needs to 
recapture people's attention. 
Mary Ann Clark, vice pres-
ident of market ing for 
Burlington, Mass.-based dis-
tributor Mac Farms, which 
enlisted Cornell's researchers 
to make the drink a reality, 
said that kids who have tested 
the drinks have "absolutely 
loved them." 
"We' re very excited about 
this," said Clark, who added 
that several other flavors, 
including bubble gum and 
nsome other surprises," are in 
the works. 
RAs banking on power of union 
Tribune Media Services 
Resident assistants at the 
University of Massachusetts 
want to do more than tum 
down stereos and bust under-
age drinkers. They want to 
unionize. 
Feeling underpaid, the uni-
versity 's 360 resident assis-
tants filed a union election 
petitio n with the 
Massachusetts Labor 
Relations Commission, which 
will determine if the group is 
legally able to firm a union. 
The university doesn' t think 
so. University officials say the 
RA's are primarily students 
and secondari ly resident assis-
tants. 
"We know they' ll be spend-
ing most of their time doing 
academic work," Michael 
Gilben, director of housing, 
told the Associated Press. 
The RAs are not expected to 
work more than 20 hours a 
week, and sliding schedules 
have some RAs are on ca ll 
while others are off. For the ir 
work supervising dormitory 
residents and activities, RAs 
rece ive compensation equal to 
the cost of a room - $3,200 
each academic year - and a 
cash stipend, about $50 a 
week. 
It's not enough, said Mark 
Griffin , a 22 year old in his 
second year as an RA. 
" If you' re paying for your 
own education, you can't 
afford to be an RA without 
taking at least a second job," 
Griffin told the AP. 
Students From Smoke-Free 
Dorms Less Likely To Light Up 
Tribune Media Services 
Could high school coun-
selors have been right? Does 
peer pressure work? 
According to a recent 
llarvard School of Pub I ic 
I Jealth study, students who 
live in smoke-free dorms are 
40 percent less likely to take 
up smoking than their coun-
terparts who live in unre-
stricted housing. 
The study, recently released 
in the American Journal of 
Preventive Medicine, exam-
ined 495 students at I 0 I dif-
ferent four-year colleges that 
offered smoke- li·ee housing 
options. 
"These findings suggest that 
smoke- free dorms may help 
incoming college students 
who have not yet taken up 
smoking avoid tobacco 
addiction during college," 
said I lenry Wechsler, Ph.D .. 
principal investigator of both 
studies and Director o f 
College Alcohol Studies at 
the Harvard School of Public 
Health. "While the difference 
in smoking rates may be, in 
pan. due to self-selection by 
students into smoke-free 
housing, these residences 
appear to be protecti ve." 
Only I 0 percent of students 
who did not smoke before age 
19 took up smoking a fter Jiv-
ing in a smoke-free dorm. a 
smal ler figure than the 16.7 
percent that began after lh ing 
in unrestricted housing. 
A mong stlldcnb '' ho had 
smoked bcl(>re age 19, hous-
ing type made no diiTerence. 
In a simi lar but diiTcrent 
I larvard study, researche rs 
found that while 8 I percent of 
colleges prohibit smoking in 
public areas, on ly 27 percent 
prohibit smoking in student 
dormitories. 
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ALL STUDENTS ARE WELCOME! 
"LEARN ABOUT VOLUNTEER 01'1'0RTUNITIES IN THE CHICAGOLAND AREA." 
SPONSORED BY THE OFFICES OF: 
AFRICAN AMERICAN CULTURAL AFFAIRS 
CAREER CENTER FOR ARTS & MEDIA 
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Asian Students In the Arts 
at columbia College Presents 
01 I 
April 16,2001 
FASHION SHOW 
APRIL 26 
7:30P.M. 
FEATURING: 
- LIVE TURNTABY~~ ~tH PLATOON SQUAD GETZ THEATER 
62 E. 11TH ST., CHICAGO HIP-HOP PERFORMANCES 
TICKET INFO: 
ASIANClUBCCC@ YAHOO.COM 
STUDE fiT ORGANIZATION COUNCIL 
773-913-3117 
• 
• 
IS NOW HIRING 
SERVERS & H ()STS 
• s 
ram ily-ownt>d and operated lor ovn 60 years 
Casual r<'staurant , good working atmo:-;phn<' 
• Srnsihlr and lilir em ployrrs 
• A chancr to makr some good mo•wy 
• I orat<·d very nrar rollt>ge, at lkarborn & Polk 
• ·o cxperi<'nrr nrcrssary; we will train you 
• Oprning late May-early Junr 
Please caH Jim Hchson at 312-461-1 116, 
Or e-mail us at jhebson@hackneys.net 
ATTN: NEW AND CURRENT STUDENTS! 
~~ 
To the Second Annual Roommate Mixer! 
When: Saturday April 281h, 2001 
3:00- 5:00pm 
Where: Columbia College Residence Center 
731 S. Plymouth Ct. Community Lounge 
For: The Summer & Fall 2001 Semesters 
Why: 
How: 
To meet other Columbia students in order to cut 
down on your off campus housing costs . And 
hopefu lly come away having met a prospective 
roommate to two, or three, or four ... 
Through some inventive and hopefully productive 
icebreakers . 
Snacks and Drinks will be provided!! 
Given by Leslie Calabrese 
Off Campus Housing Coordinator 
Please R.S.V.P. @ (312) 344-6805 or 
lcalabrese@popmail.colum.edu 
April 16,2001 
GOALORIENTED 
Now Offerillg 
Bachelor of Science 
Degree in 
G rapbic Design 
Call 800-225-1520 
CYNTIIIA M. - All Conference 
Goal Keeper. Graphic Arts Student, 
and College tiewspaper Photographer. 
·I really enjoy participating 
in student activities, 
my iriStructors go out of 
their way to help a11d I'm 
eaming my degree quickzy, • 
COMPUTER STUDIES 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
IIEALTH STUDIES 
ART & DESIGN 
u·u•u•.rmcil.edu 
312-939-5633 
226 South Wabash Avenue 
Chicago, IL 60605 
10% Discount with A valid college 10 
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AS 1\N ECC~ DC)NC)R 
WE CAN C:Ol\!iPENSAlT YC)U, 
BUT NEVCR_ REP;-\Y Y C)U _ 
Earn $5000 compcnsot•on. And a 
couple's undying grat itude. Drawuog 
on n-.y experience as a former egg 
donor, we are untquely quchfied to 
offer you a lev~! of professtonahsrn. 
understanding and rcspe<.:t beyond 
other serv•ces . Make u donatton. 
Make a hfc Make ~1 d 1He rence. N.t~<·t! Fon!t-~ l.u omd•••. F~l~) Df)"'-" 
~CEIVfABILITIES 
C<~ll u!i il t 773-868-3971 . Or vis1t us onhne ;H www.concoive<3bilitie$.com. 
4f~ S. \lil"i•i,::m .\\ l'mlr 
:U:l·~2'.l·l:l00 
\1nn.-l.-rl. Xa111-hp111 Sn l . .!1. Sun. Hln nt-tlf•n• 
Visit tlae tt•·w lbiu DoJ! Hooks &. Caft: f• ·aturilltr: 
• Cfwrm~r t·offct• & f•sru·, ·~o.;;,o drink ~ 
• Comfortuble. ifllilllaft' a1r11osplwn· 
• :\ew aw! u~t·d hook~ ou an·hitt:cturc, 
his1o1·y, philo::ofJhy, litt·raturc~ poetry: 
rnusic, film & 1 II' arL~> 
• Lucatco in tlu; Filw Arts Building, 
just steps from the Symphony Center 
& the Art ln;tituu: of Chir..ngo. 
MEDITERRANEAN CAFE 
OPEN: MONDAY - SATURDAY NOON - 7PM 
I 0°/o DISCOUNT TO 
STUDENTS AFTER 4 
224 South Wabash Avenue, 
Chicago, IL 60605 
312-939-5685 
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COMMENTARY 
Make this Earth Day count 
Can you imagine Earth day 20 I 0? 
If we, as inhabitants of this planet, don ' t 
get o ur act together soon we may dread 
to sec the day. 
We have all heard that we should 
recycle, car pool and turn off 
lights when we don' t really need 
them. but how many of us have 
actually listened? How many of 
us. however. have taken action? 
Most of us don't seem con-
cerned about "here our planet 
is headed because it is not a 
clear and present danger. 
So 'ou think. 
\\'c arc so blinded b) our 
I! reed that we "iII sacri lice our 
health and the hea lth of those 
"e love for lifestyles that 
won't benefit o ur society in 
the long run. 
Paper money, Versaci jackets 
and Stealth Bombers won't 
amount to a hill of beans in an 
apocalypse we seem determined 
to create. As a matter of fact, water 
and a hill of beans may be the most 
precious commodity in the not so 
distant future. 
But in the meantime, the sky is fall ing, 
the seas are rising, sperm counts are 
lowering, gas prices are skyrocket-
ing and no one seems to care. We 
are depleti ng our natural 
resources and the whole s itua-
tion raises that line from the 
" Matrix": " Human beings 
are a disease. A cancer of 
the planet". 
What can you do to 
make a d ifference? First, 
you can start with your-
sci f. Do all that things 
you've been told about 
recycling and car-pooling. 
Then, organize and 
demand that the politi-
cians that represent you 
enact legislation that is 
environmental friend ly 
and aimed at repai ring the 
damage that has already 
been done. 
Then, there are the 
things we can do here at the 
college: Make more recycl ing 
bins available in more loca-
tions. Recycle more types o f 
materials. If you have experienced a full year in 
Chicago, you can a lmost imagine the 
e ffects of g lo ba l warming. Winters that 
are bone-chilling cold and the summers 
that get so hot that people die from heat-
related injuries. 
According to scienti fic data, the 1990's 
were the hottest decade on Earth 
and the temperature keeps rising. Many 
plant and an imal spec ies are becoming 
extinct because of o ur short- s ighted ness. 
Meanwhile, big business and ma ny 
politic ians cla im that there is no ev idence 
that humans are causing all the tro uble 
with the environment. And concerns about 
the environment are also de-emphasized 
and often ignored by the administration of 
President George W. Bush. 
Encourage more students to leave 
the ir cars at home and take public tra ns-
portation through programs such as U-
Pass. And lower the temperatures in 
those classrooms and labs that are way to 
warm, even in the middle o f winter. 
There are many alternatives to the stan-
dard operating procedure we live by. After 
you' ve done that cross your fingers and 
p ray that it's no t too late. 
Exposure 
Adrian S Burrows/Chronicle 
lunchtime at the corner of Jackson and Wabash 
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President Bush's 
budgetary blunders 
AUSTI N, Texas - Well, Dubya released his $ 1.96 trillion 
budget Monday, and the fi t has already hit the shan, so to 
speak. In order to make possible the generous tax cut (the 
promise o f which helped carried him into o ffice), little 
George has had to "do some trimmin"' on other domestic 
programs that have some fai rly powerful lobbies hitting 
the ceil ing. 
O f course, the big guy probably doesn ' t care whose toes 
he steps on, as long as he can g ive a little back to the ordi-
nary American worker. Noble goal, right? Wrong. Bush's 
tax cut only really benefits the richest one percent, and his 
budget nearly skeleton izes a pletho ra of important finan-
cial and social programs. 
First, federa l loan g uarantees for buyers o f commercial 
ships produced in American shipyards would be e liminat-
ed . Nice. Now our shipbuilders will have to start cutting 
corners just to make ends meet - meaning lower produc-
tion standards for naval vessels and oil tankers, which is 
obviously exactly what we need since there isn't enough 
" black gold" noating around the North Atlanti c. 
Add itionally, Bush has "trimmed" $35 mill ion o ut of a 
program that trains doctors to work in ch ildren's hospitals. 
Now that 's j ust p lain heartless. Whi le the administration 
says that the program doesn' t a ffect patient care, there 
seems to be a logical li nk between a well -trained doctor 
and the quality of care that he or she can give an ai li ng 
child. 
The new budget also includes a $700 million cut from a 
fund that bankrolls the construction and repair of public 
ho usi ng. T he Nationa l Association of Housi ng and 
Redeve lo pment Officials is up in arms about this one, 
claiming that the cut will negatively affect the living con-
d itions of those occupy ing ho using proj ects and HUD 
homes. 
Although Bush see ms to think that these programs are 
expendable, with 2,000 people in Austi n standing in line 
fo r public housing, this is no time to exchange a $13 tax 
refund for a roof. 
See Bush, page 11 
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Letters to 
the Editor 
More dope on the dorms 
I was very impressed with the 
article on the Congress dorms. My 
brother and I live in these dorms 
and have been d irectly involved 
with the issues discussed here. 
These issues have all been brought 
up at a ll-hall meetings and at these 
meetings, we've been to ld that 
nothing will be done about any of 
our concerns unless we put them 
on paper the day of the incident. 
Well, obviously, some th ings 
like tar and rotting wood fa ll ing 
fTOm our ceilings occur constantly. 
While we've brought actual sam-
ples in for proof, nothing has yet 
to be done about the problems (a 
four inch stalactite-like piece of tar 
was turned in and never seen or 
heard from again). My roommates 
and I have had enough. We've 
removed ceiling tiles to see what 
exactly is falling on us. We dis-
covered the most rotting and d is-
g usting ly old wood acting as our 
ce iling. Paint is literally hanging 
off of the decrepid wood. We' ve 
collected samples of the particles 
falling on us, and I've recorded the 
ceiling and taken st ill photos of it. 
There are several other issues 
which we find disturbing. The o ld 
do rms had a "bed bug" type o f 
outbreak during the beginning o f 
the fall semester. My brother's 
room was one invo lved. Those in 
authority took way too long to take 
care o f the s ituation, and the prob-
lem spread to our house, where my 
brothers had to bomb the ir room 
several times and buy new 
matresses. This all leads us to 
believe that the the matresses at 
the do rms are not properly cleaned 
between residents and disposed of 
when needed. My brother 's room-
mate described his matress as a 
"crime scene. n 
I' ve a lso recorded images o f rat 
poison s itting on the noor of often 
used stairwells, handicapped fi re 
escapes blocked by garbage bins 
(with a fire the next night too), and 
the only elevato r in operation with 
a certificate deeming it a "tempo-
rary use e levator only." 
And the whole issue of security 
is appalling. I live in the dorms 
because my parents' want me close 
to school with security on ca ll 24-
7. I can ' t e ven print what she said 
in response to Oakes' comment 
that we should confront anyone 
suspicious on our noors. My 
brother's roommate has started a 
petition fo r tighter secur ity in 
response to her comment. We' re 
all just shocked and amazed at her 
ridiculous gal l. 
Virginia Agnello 
J unio r/F ilm a nd Video 
Middle East stereotypes 
The statement that a student 
traveling in the Middle East wo uld 
be shot fo r not covering up should 
actua lly read: they wo uld be shot 
for not taki ng cover. In pursuit of 
genocidal, political and economic 
aims blood thirsty terrorists have 
de-evolved one country from being 
the Paris o f the Middle East to a 
synonym fo r he ll. 
Try this: what do you think 
when you here the word Beirut? 
The arg ume nt here is not 
insult to a re lig ion or an ethnicity 
but to the common sense o f a ll 
See Letters, page 11 
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rational persons. Here we are taking a 
real human tragedy and using it as the 
basis for humor. ignoring our respon-
sibility as ci tizens of the last super-
power capable of protecting the rights 
of democracy loving individuals. 
Our complacency is only due to 
our relative distance and safety from 
the truth and bloodshed. 
Jonathan Cohon 
Senior/ Film 
Journalism 102 
I hope that the Columbia's 
Journalism dept. has higher standards 
of excellence than seems to be appar-
ent by the lencr authored by 
Terrhonda N. Young in the Apri l 9th 
issue of the Chronicle. 
The fourth paragraph states " If you 
had done an accurate research you 
\\ OUid have found that..." What kind 
of grammar is used here? What is the 
\\Ord ·'an" used for in the sentence? 
The last paragraph says. " I guaran-
tee that if)OU been \\Orking for a 
mainstream news publication ... " i\ 
missing word maybe? 
If the author is a senior majoring in 
journalism it frightens me to think the 
rumors may be true. That Columbia 
doesn't care about the quality of 
educat ion a student receives just 
"'teach them essentials and move 'em 
out". Sounds like cookie cutter men-
tal ity to me. 
I'm afraid a linle more anention 
needs to be paid to mastery of the 
English language. punctuation and 
grammatical skills than the bonom line. 
Mitchell Logan 
Photography/Graphic Design 
Send your letters to 
editor@ccchron id e.com 
Bush 
Continued from Previous Page 
Dubya wants to go ahead and stick it to 
small-business owners too, so he's culling 
the Export-Import Bank's budget by a fu ll 
fourth. That"s really going to sting now that 
the economy is beginning to slow and loans 
are more dimcuh to come by. because 
reduced capital in the bank reduces the 
amount of credit available to small business. 
Of course. if you believe solely in the power 
of corporate conglomerates. as Bush seems 
to, this probably docsn 't bother you too 
much if, that is, you're willing to trade Ken's 
Donuts for Krispy Kreme. 
What nobody seems to realize is that this 
budget proposal is really nothing nc" for 
this particular Bush. Okay, the fact that it's a 
federal budget is different, and the numbers 
have a few more zeros, but other than those 
minor distinctions, we saw him do this exact 
thing in Texas. 
He slashed education funding and other 
social program budgets, dropping Texas to 
the bottom of the national barrel in several 
education-re lated categories, including 
scores on math and reading tests. lie took 
the "surplus" from his '"trimmed-do" n·· 
Texas budget and passed out a tax cut that 
nobody really even asked for. except 
maybe for a few of hi s more wealthy con-
tributors. lie ranted and raved about how 
his tax cut was going to revitalize the 
Texas economy by giving consumers more 
spending power. 
Instead. the economy has slo\\cd and 
Texas budget surplus has disappeared. We 
can't even afTord to pa) our state Medicaid 
bill . much less start any new programs. 
This is why University of Texas-Austin 
President Larry Faulkner and Chancellor 
Dan Burck practically got laughed out of 
the room "hen they asked - begged. 
rather - for a few more bucks to pay ofT 
our energy bill. 
So now Dubya has taken his fi scal side 
show inside the Beltway. and he expects 
us to believe that things will be different 
this time around. Maybe they would be if. 
fo r example. indebtedness \\Cre actually 
viewed as a good thing at the fcdcral le,cl. 
or it; sa). negative dollars were worth 
more than real dollars so loPg as they 
rcs'idc in federal banks. Fat chance. 
The price of freedom: why Horowitz is a hypocrite 
GAINESVILLE. Fla. - David 
Horowitz is a hypocrite. 
For those of you not in the 
know, David Horowitz is a 
conservative columnist who 
has created quite an uproar 
over his advertisement, enti-
tled, ··Ten Reasons Why 
Reparations for Slavery is a 
Bad Idea- and Racist Too." 
Horowitz sent the advertise-
ment to 50 college newspapers, 
in hopes the publications would 
print it. 
Thus fa r, less than 20 of those 
papers have chosen to print the 
ad, and most of the ones who 
have printed it have been met 
wi th strong protest from minor-
ity groups on campus who have 
denounced the ad as rac ist. 
Of course, Horowitz has had 
a ball being in the center of the 
storm he created, z~ he cont in-
ues to bunker himself in the 
bosom of the First Amendment, 
which is fine. However, when the 
sides arc tumcd the other way, 
Horowitz's true colors arc shown. 
Princeton University's student 
newspaper and Horowitz have 
a difference of opinion. The 
Daily Princeronian agreed to 
run the ad, however, along with 
the ad, the editorial page also 
blasted the ad, saying it wa~ 
racist and the paper did not sup-
port his point of view. 
This prompted a reaction 
from Horowitz that is at odds 
with the very argument he 
makes in being able to print the 
ad. The editorial angered 
llorowitz so much he has now 
refused to pay the 51.007.50 it 
cost to put the ad in the paper. 
II oro\\ ilL has said he will not 
pay the fee until the Princetonian 
issues a public apology for the 
editorial. 
First of all, refusing to pay for 
his advertisement is completely 
uncalled for. The money the 
Princetonian recei ved for run-
ning the ad was going to be 
donated to the Trenton chapter of 
the National Urban League - a 
nonprofit agency that advocates 
racial understanding. something 
Horowitz claims to advocate. 
The Columbia Chronicle Photo Poll 
Question: What was the least productive thing you did over spring break? 
Llauren Landingham 
Seniori9roadcast Jcunalsin 
"I sat on rrv ass and did 
nothing." · 
Jessica Voogd 
Senior/Photography 
• I drank every single day." 
Brian Miller 
Soplvnore/Sound 
"I had to babysit my friend's 
cats for three days.· 
To wrap yourself in the First 
Amendment when it is conven-
ient and then spurn it when 
someone speaks out against you is 
""h) pocritical as one can get. 
Second of all, it is ridiculous 
that a man who wrote and 
demanded the printing of an ad 
that has opened so many still-
healing wounds of oppression 
and hate in the minority commu-
nity would now cry foul at an)-
one else's negative opinions of 
his work. 
His words arc hurtful; his 
motives are sketchy. and his 
actions in the face of criticism arc 
unfortunate. Horo" itz should 
take the criticism on the chin. stop 
whining and pay for the ad. 
Dean Johnson 
Junior/Illustration 
"I beat the dead horse that is my 
family." 
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Students must be in good academic standing, enrolled in at least 12 cred it hours in the fall semester 
and should be taking and/or have taken the core courses in either Journalism or Photography. 
Knowledge of Windows NT, word processing, PhotoShop and/or OuarkXpress is a huge plus but not 
required . All editors must be available on Tuesday for the College Newspaper Workshop class and 
our staff meeting , and every Friday for production of the paper. 
If you are a dedicated, hard-working student who doesn't mind rockin ' every week with a bunch of 
crazy students and would like a great job for next year, call (312) 344-7432 and ask for Chris Richert, 
and I'l l answer any questions you might have. Be prepared to fill out a job application , present a 
resume, an unofficial transcript and some examples of your work when you come for your interview. 
Please don't hesitate to call and ask questions. Our office is in the 623 S. Wabash Building , Rm. 205. 
POSITIONS AVAILABLE FALL 2001 
Editor-In-Chief 
The Editor-In-Chief is in charge of the entire news operation of the Columbia Chronicle, overseeing all of the paper's and web 
site's staff, as well as the content and coverage found in the Chronicle. This individual must be availab le 30 hours per week.They 
will be in charge of assigning and collecting stories from staff writers and correspondents and they will also be in charge of 
layout and design. 
Campus Editor 
The Campus Ed1tor is in charge of news coverage of events, issues and people on campus. This individual must be available at 
least 20 hours per week. They will be in charge of assigning and collecting campus (news/feature) stories from staff writers and 
correspondents and they will also be in charge of layout and design of the Campus section . 
Commentary Editor 
The Commentary Editor is responsible for assigning and collecting opinion stories and columns for publ ication. This individual 
will also be in charge of layout and design of the Commentary section. They must also be available for at least 20 hours a week. 
Arts & Entertainment Editor 
The Arts & Entertainment Ed1tor 1s 1n charge of news coverage of events. 1ssues and people within the arts & entertainment 
Industry. Th1s 1ncludes coverage on campus, and the Chicago area. This person must be responsible, and work well with others. 
They will be 1n charge of assign1ng arts & entertainment stories to staff writers and correspondents, and the layout and design of 
the section. They must also be available for at least 20 hours per week 
Sports Editor 
The Sport::; Ed1tor 1:::. 1n charge of coverage of events, games and issues with sports Th1s ind ividual must be avai lable at least 20 
'•Ours per vteel< They w1ll be 1n charge of assign1ng and collecting sports stories from staff wri ters and correspondents and they 
" ' I al:;o be in charge of layout and design of the Sports sect1on. 
Assistant Editors (various sections) 
As::.1stant Ednr;r', help w1th the superv1s1on of vanous parts of the newspaper, and oss1st1n g section editors with story assign-
ment::. ond 1n ',orne cases, dcs1gn and layout of the soct1on They w111 o lso produce stones ond/or columns for vorious sections 
rJf h~ popc;r rhr;',r.: :::.tudcnt-:- must be ova1lable at least 10 hours a week 
Copy Chief & Copy Editors 
r,r)p ; EdltrJr~, nrc; 1n charrJC of chock1ng , polishing and correcting stories written by staff editors, wri ters and correspondents. 
Webmaster and Assistant Webmaster 
I hr.: //r;brnrJ·,tu and n~,·,1:..ta nt are ro:::.pons1ble for I he content and design of the Chronicle's web site. www.ccchronicle .com. 
I /r;b ·-t~J ff rntJ'.t !-'now f II ML , PhotoShop , !lash, Dream Weaver, ond OuorkXpress. 
Photo Ed it or & Photo Staff 
I h r; I 'hotCJ I d1tor 1:, re ::,pon:.;1blo for as:::. igning photo ass ignments lo oil other photographers and complete photo assignments of 
thr;lr (JWn I hr.:y mu:,t ol:..o be profic1ont in layou t and design of all photographs using PhotoShop, ond OuorkXpress. They must 
br; iJ ;;Jilablc.: ut IC<J',I 20 hour::; rJ week. 
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Continuing Undergraduate Students (degree seeking) 
(Students-at-large may register during Open Registration only.) 
Tuesday, May 1 - Friday, May 11 
New Freshman and Transfer Students 
Registration will take place during orientation in July/ August 
Refer to the orientation information below for details. 
Students who cannot take advantage of orientation/ registration can do so during 
late orientation/registration. 
Orientation/ Registration for First-time Freshman and 
First-time Transfer Students 
(Students must schedule their date by mail or by internet after June 1, 2001) 
http:/ jwww.colum.edujnewstudentinfo 
Orientation is required for all new students. New students will be registered for their courses as a part of orienta-
tion. New students should schedule their orientation/registration date after they receive their orientation packet 
(between June 1 and July 24, 2001), which will include a form and instructions on how to schedule an orientation 
date. Once the reply card or Internet form is completed and returned, students will be sent a letter confirming the 
date and time of their orientation/ registration. 
If you have not received an orientation packet by July 24, 2001 and/ or if you are unable to attend orientation; 
freshman should contact the Freshman Center, and transfer students should contact the Academic Advising Office 
immediately! Failure to do so may impact your ability to register for classes. 
Summer Registration 
Information 
Summer Registration for Continuing Degree-Seeking Students 
will be held from April 23, 2001 thru April 26, 2001 
Continuing Degree-Seeking Students: 
Date 
Monday, April 23 
Tuesday, April 24 
Wednesday, April 25 
Time 
10 am- 6 pm 
10 am - 6 pm 
10 am- 6 pm 
Open Registration: (continuing Degree-Seeking Students Only) 
Thursday, April 26 1 0 am - 6 pm 
Last Name Starting With 
A-H 
1-P 
Q-Z 
- Al l Undergraduate Students can pick up a Summer Schedule of Classes from the 
Student Services offices. 
- Graduate Students can pick up Summer Schedules in The Graduate Office. 
- Students-at-Large reg ister during Open Registration, Thursday, June 7 and 
Saturday, June 9. Saturday hours are 10 am- 1 pm. 
COLUMBIA 
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Ask the Question Marquis 
Q: Dear Question Marquis: /"m a two-timer. My boyfriend doesn't know that l"ve been cheating on him. Anyway. 
yesterday Ire told me hes hired a lawyer to help him legally change his name to ... get this ... the name of the guy I'm 
cheating on him with! Tlrat s very screwed up. - Christina in NY 
A: Urn . .. you don't. .. perhaps ... in that case ... no. You must CHALLENGE ... yourself- to a duel. Yes. 
Q: Dear Question Marquis: Just the other day. I was at the library using the computer catalog thing. and this total stranger 
s tops and he acts all concerned and offers to help me. But I didn't need any help! I'm sick of people treating me like an idiot 
just because I'm beautiful.-Kara in D.C. 
A: First of all, thank you for being beautiful. It takes courage. Now, I once overheard Descartes saying that it is not so much 
that men think beautiful women are stupid, as that beautiful women make men stupid, and then they just try to talk to 
them on their own level. But Rene would say anything to the girls at those singles salons, so who can say if it is true. I know 
nothing of such things myself. In honesty, I have never been able to get past a beautiful woman's ... euh ... beautifulness .. . to 
even notice her intellect. But I will try to answer your question. 
To begin with, anyone who insults your intelligence you must challenge to a duel. That goes without saying. But I must 
ask, was this stranger an American? If so, that makes no sense for him to consider you stupid- it is as the pot calling the 
other pot a kettle, or however that goes. 
"Maybe this library is not the best place for you to meet people. My boudoir, on the 
other hand, is a wonderful place to meet interesting people. People like ... me." 
But my real advice is this: Maybe this library is not the best place for you to meet people. My boudoir, on the other hand, 
is a wonderful place to meet interesting people. People like . .. me. And whi le you're here, I can show you how to use Questia 
to write a much more impressive research paper. And much more quickly- but please. do not feel the need to rush while 
you are here. You, me, Questia, a bottle of Chateau d 'Aiembert. Sounds enticing, no? All those books and journal articles 
online, no need to sk im the tex t or write your bibliography .. . oh. I cannot bear it! Please, come over. 
"f"l'l(c: ,u~IIO ch~IIJ" Xc v.dt \tiC: ror currrnl pr•c•nJ lnlc:rrkl ace~ rKK 
II'!Ciudcd ("ZOOI ~~~ \kdu,lnc Quesl&~.lheQunf~o~)osOC)liC'.~Ikoahp:n 
fntn': lhcQun11011 MarquK.IhcQucshonMMqUIS~,...I~.andlht()ues!IOI'I 
Mar4u•s q~~tshon m~rl S)mbol arc ~" ICC' mouh orQuc:~u.~ \lc:d•:a. lnc 
' . 
STUDENTS SAVE20% 
ON TICKETS! 
"dldds:..di!'IIID aktx.dto-
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J 6 ·Fetish Ball 
A night at the :f e tis ft 
Photos by 
- -
Sheila Bocchine 
The 500 spectators who crowded into The ' Double Door in late March for the Fifth Annual Fetish Ball got a glimpse at fashions 
you don' t normally see in the storefronts of North 
Michigan Avenue. In fact, the attendees were all 
required to wear some of the very fetish apparel 
they came to see - leather, latex, PVC or glam or 
cross dressing attire. 
Presented by FETISH-icago Enterprises, Ltd. , the 
·- .... .. . ., -
ball is 'a collaborative effort by two of Chidtgo's 
more unique apparel · utlets: Paul C Leather and 
Black Market Chicago. The two will soon combine 
their separate stores and open Chicago's first 
"Super Fetish" store on the city's North Side. 
For the curious, the next Fetish Ball will take 
place on June 30, again at The Double Door. For 
more information, visit the ir Web site at 
http://www.fetish-icago.com/. If you dare. 
Fetish Ball 17 
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shootmg gallerv.. & 
film series COLUMBIA CHRONICLE 
INVITE YOU AND A GUEST TO A SPECIAL ADVANCE SCREENING! 
Stop by the Chronicle Office ~oom 205, Wabash Building) 
to pick up a complimentary pass (good for two) to a special advance screening of 
THE LOW DOWN at Landmark's Century Centre Cinema on Tuesday, April 17th. 
f';Jssus are availablo wh1lo suppllos last on a f1rst-come, first-served basis. One pass per porson. No purchase necessary. 
Employoos of all promotional partners and their agencies are not olig1blo. 
EXCLUSIVE ENll/\lJt.fVIt.N I tjt.lJIN5 FHIDA Y, APRIL 20TH : 
AT LANDMARK'S CENTURY CENT~"'- CINEMA! 
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FREE TICKETS!!!! 
Stop bv the Chronicle Office, Room 205, Wabash Building, to pick up a free ticket (Admit 1\vo) 
to a Special Advance Showing of "Driven" at the McClurg Coun Theatre on Mondav. April 23. 
Tlcii81S are avauable whHe suupues lasl 
on a nrst-come, nrst-served basis. 
This Dim Is raled "PG-13" for Language 
and Some lnlense Crash Sequences. 
arts&en tertaintnent 
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Quasar Wut Wut salutes the egg 
What's a Wut Wut? 
By Sheila Bocchine 
Staff Writer 
O kay, so like l just saw one of my favorite bands at 
Martyr's on Chicago's 
North Side and, in so 
many words, l have to 
describe the experience. 
First off they rock and if 
you haven't seem them 
yet get to their next 
show. They rock, did l 
mention that, they rock! 
The flirty characters 
of Quasar Wut Wut are 
four adorable twenty-
something fell as . .. Matt 
Schwarz (singer, guitar, 
keys), Brent Sulek 
(singer, guitar, bass), 
Jordan Frank (bass, 
keys, back up vocals), 
and Doug Walsh (drum-
mer). Thei r quirky, 
comical, spunky sounds 
radiate from the stage 
and hype up the audi-
ence. Their perfor-
mance is very much like 
an o ld vaudeville act 
complete with accor-
dions, mandol ins, wash-
boards and harmonicas. 
Their plaid and polka 
dot energy engages the 
audience tantalizing 
them for more. 
The opening act was 
Moxy Blue. A band 
sounding s imilar to 
Velvet Underground 
with a taste of funk. 
Their style was very 
eclectic mixing rock 
with smooth sounds. 
Oh, and I have to men-
tion their way groovy 
rock star hair! 
But the highlight of 
the evening was defi-
nitely Quasar Wut Wut. 
They even had a theme 
"Salute to the Egg". 
The band payed 
homage to Easter by 
wearing egg hats, vin-
tage !-shirts with an egg 
design and playing a 
cover of the Beatles song 
"(! am the egg man) I am 
the Walrus". To top off 
the egg-celent night 
Brent gifted the tables 
with chocolate eggs' 
MEMENTO A MoviE TO REMEMbER 
HAUNTiNq THRilLER kEEps you doublE-quEssiNq EVERyrl-tiNq you THiNk you kNow 
By Prema Chandrathll 
Staff Writer 
Wow! That is all l have to say 
about this movie. It was amazing. 
This is a must see for everyone. 
The film's name "Memento" 
means memory in Latin. And 
that is what this movie is all 
about. It stars Guy Pearce as 
Leonard, an insurance salesman 
who has amnesia, Carrie-Ann 
Moss from the Matrix and Joe 
Pantoliano from the Sopranos. 
Writer and director, Christopher 
Nolan, is excellent. The writing 
in this movie is comparable to 
HBO's Sopranos. 
"Memento" is a haunting 
thriller that will keep you ques-
tioning everything you think you 
know is true. 
Right off the bat, the film starts 
to mess with your head. We see a 
Polaroid un-develop and go back 
into the camera. 
Every shot after goes backward, 
bullets go back in the gun, blood 
disappears and people are 
brought back to life. 
The story starts with a man, 
Leonard who has a problem; he 
can only remember th ings for I 0 
minutes. The last incident he 
remembers, before he is cracked 
on the head with a gun and gets 
amnesia, is that his wife is brutal-
ly raped and killed. Now he 
wants revenge. The big question 
is how does he solve his wife's 
murder? 
Leonard wakes up in strange 
rooms not knowing what he's 
done or where he's been. The 
only things he can count on are 
his "facts." These facts he has 
are tattooed all over his body 
"find him and kill him " "consid-
er the source," and "~emory is 
treachery." The only other guides 
he has to help him are the 
Polaroids he takes to remember 
people and places. Under each 
photo he writes conclusions 
about the people, "she wi ll help 
you out of pity." 
Leonard is the narrator of this 
film and he takes you with him 
on his investigation. Every time 
he goes blank, he has to start 
over. And so does the audience. 
An amazing journey, that com-
pletely disorientates what you 
think you know. 
Each time Leonard gets 
amnesia, we learn more about 
him. his investigation and his 
problem. A unique characteris-
tic about this film is that the 
story goes backwards and the 
information you learn goes for-
ward. The tension and suspense 
get unbearable as people learn 
to play mind tricks on Leonard. 
Nolan adapted this movie 
from his brother Jonathon 
Nolan's book nnd is based on 11 
real memory loss problem 
culled anterograde memory 
lllSS. 
This movie is ditltm:nt, new 
nnd dclinitely n punic thtlt will 
keep you !lllcssing until the very 
end. 
If you 'rc lilllking ti1r n qutlll~ 
movie tht\1 is not ~ugur cotlted 
with teenybopper ideus 1\t\d 
empty story lines, this is ltl 
"Memento" ~~octs tw\\ thum 
up, 11 ve sturs tt~l'\\lls thli: bolr\1, 
eve11 strolsht A's. Shell out Ill 
cnsh fur thl~ Ol\11, It's wot~h ltl 
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Bridget Jones Shines 
By Sarah Schmidlin 
Staff Writer 
Bridget Jones weighs 129 pounds. Why 
should you care? 
After reading her "diary" I couldn't bring 
myself to recommend the book to anyone. 
Quite contrary to the nonn, however, 1 
must say that watching this character on 
the silver screen evoked a much more pos-
mve sent rment. 
The story stans on the ew Years when 
Jon~s, played by ~enee Zellweger, 
recerves a d rary for Chnstmas and promis-
es to chronicle her daily experiences so 
that, by the year's end, she might have bet-
ter perspective on herself, her body, her 
drinking habits and her status as a "sing le-
ton." Through this self-scrutiny, Bridget 
Jones hopes to find herself a man. 
l ler mother is desperate to hitch Bridget 
to a husband; enter Mark Darcy, played by 
Col in Finh, an old paddle pool friend who 
has just moved back from America 
because h is wife left him. Unfonunately 
we meet Darcy in an ugly reindeer 
sweater, acting nothing less than judg-
mental and rude. 
Any movie that features a messy-haired 
chick who drinks Absolut on the couch in 
her apanment, and sings along to "sad FM 
easy listening," while playing air-drums to 
"All By Myself," has potential to be a 
good one. 
On screen, Jones is a likeable and real-
istic character. Struggling in her thinies 
and surrounded by couples, she confides 
in three friends that she's sick of the emo-
tionally challenged male species. 
Pan of her list of resolutions is to not fall 
for any of the following: alcoholics, 
workaholics, commitment phobics, peo-
ple with gi rl friends or wives, misogynists, 
megalomaniacs, chauvinists, emotional 
fuckwits, freeloaders or pervens. Th is 
category, in my circle of friends, is com-
monly referred to as "men" but I digress. 
It 's back to the catalog of characteristics 
Jones vows not tolerate, that we meet 
Daniel Cleaver, played by Jlugh Grant. 
C leaver is Jones's boss. lie embodies all 
of the personality tra its she has sworn off. 
Reading the book, one might easily get 
distracted by the log of daily weigh-ins, 
alcoholic drink units, caloric consumption 
and other emotional summations listed at 
the stan of each day's entry. I cenainly 
found reading along to be less than invit-
ing, a bit boring and easy read. 
Conversely, the characters sh ine . 
Zellweger, Finh and Grant's characters arc 
complex , confused and act like whirl-
winds of contrad iction; just like any nor-
mal human be ing behaves in the anns of 
love and loss. 
Zellweger, a girl from Texas who is an 
American Engenue Queen, (Empire 
Records, Jerry McGuire, Me Myself and 
Irene) who always plays the American 
leading lady, managed to master the 
Eng lish dialect. ller many faces of 
embarrassment and confusion fit the char-
acter perfectly. And Grant's signature 
stammering fits his character to a tee. The 
dynamic among these actors sh ines 
through the roles they p lay. 
Yes, this might be a "chick flick," 
because it explores the inner-workings of 
the female mind. Women mi!!ht be more 
likely to relate to the storyline and the 
choice-between- two-men plot twist, that 
most movies cntenain. But as far as chick 
flicks go, it was entenaining, very comical 
and kept alive with a fun soundtrack. 
o what's the moral of this story? It may 
have someth ing to do with s imply being 
one's self. It might be about fami ly and 
the obligations and frustrat ions we all 
experience with our love-ones. Then 
again, it might just be this; ifyou"rc p lan-
ning a date with possibi lities of post-date 
activity, and you're torn between wearing 
'body sculpting' super-huge gramma-
panties or sexy lingerie, go for the gold 
and get the leopard prints' 
Blow delivers a knockout performance 
By Allison Clark 
Staff Writer 
After spending my spring break in Florida, it was a pleasure to polish off my vacation with the just-
released movie "Blow." 
Despite all the drug business and the pot 
bellies, the movie caught my eye with a 
scenery quite di fferent from Chicago's. 
Traveling from Florida to Columbia, South 
America, "Blow" featured plenty of palm 
trees, sunshine and the a ir-pons in between. 
Aside from the scenery, " Blow" features 
an incredible perfonnancc by Johnny 
Depp. But watch out ladies! Don't take 
him for granted in the fi rst half of the 
movie, because at the end he spons a shag-
gy hairdo and a potbelly. I've been a Depp 
fan ever s ince "What's Eating Gilben 
Grape," and was disappointed in his recent 
roles (remember "The Astronaut's Wife" 
and "The Ninth Gate?"). It was a pleasure 
to see him handle a challenging role like 
the one in "Blow." 
"Blow" is a true story that follows the life 
of George Jung (played by Depp). Born in 
New England, Jung smuggled Columbian 
cocaine into the U.S. during the 80's. Ray 
Liotta plays Fred, George's father. I lis 
perfonnance is classic. l ie is the uncondi-
tionally loving father who blames himself 
for his son's downfalls. Rachel Griffiths 
p lays Ennine, George's cold-heaned moth-
er. The couple p lays a p ivotal pan in 
George's roller coaster life. 
Having a relatively common upbringing 
with both parents in a stable home, most 
audience members can relate to George on 
a cenain level. He may be a drug smug-
g ler but he was not raised in that environ-
ment. He sought the life and that is why 
he spends so much time in jail. Since he's 
a latecomer to the streets, George gets 
caught often. 
Not only does "Blow" include palm trees 
and Johnny Depp, but it also has a cameo 
appearance from Paul Reubens (of Pee 
Wee Hennan fame). He is a riot to watch, 
and although 1 was never a fan of his 
"Playhouse" series, he is a novelty on the 
big screen. He plays Derrick, a hairdresser 
with a roll of money and a pocket full o f 
weed. George is introduced to Derrick by 
Barbara, George's true love (played by 
Franka Potente·of "Run Lola Run"). ller 
performance was so good I wish she stuck 
around longer. Instead George gets tangled 
up with Minha played by Penelope Cruz 
("All the Pretty Horses" and "The Hi -Lo 
Country"). 1-ler part is small, but serves as 
an imponant example of how George's 
career has carried him into a different li fe. 
Not only are the performances in "Blow" 
knockouts, but so are the outfits and music. 
Polyester shins and disco prints are all 
over the place, including the dreadful 
lei sure suit. The music features Bruce 
Springsteen, Bob Dylan, Money Mark, and 
Louie Annstrong. 
Aller watching "Blow," George is easy to 
relate to even though he's a multimillion-
aire drug dealer. What makes this movie 
successful is director Ted Demme's por-
trayal of a man who makes mistakes but 
refuses to stop chasing the carrot dangling 
in front of him: money. 
The g lamour of "Blow" was a great treat 
after my trip to Florida but the reality of 
the true-I i fe drama brought me back down 
to eanh. What l experienced after a week 
of sunshine was what George experienced 
all his life. For every high there is a low. 
Thankfully, mine is just returning to class, 
not going to prison. 
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Invites you to a special advance screening 
DREAMWORKS PICI1JRE5 11\E't'ffi A PDJ/DREAMWORKS PRooocnoN "SHREK" ~HARRY GRECIDN-WILUAMS m:)JOHN POWELL ~a:h~ WIWAM STEIG 
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wJmf~ 1ED ELUOTI TERRY ROSS!O imX!fi ARON WARNER JOHN H WILUAMS JEFFREY KATZENBERG ~ANDREW ADAMSON VICKY JENSON 
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Stop by the Chronicle office, Room 205 Wabash Building, to pick up a 
complimentary ticket to see the computer animation comedy Shrek 
at the Webster Place theatre on Wednesday, 4/25. 
Rulea: No purchase necessary. Tickets are first come, first serve and avai lable while supplies last. Limit one ticket person. 
Employees of all promotional partners and their agencies are not eligible. 
Shrek opens nationwide on May 18'h! 
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The Dish beams up a charming story 
By Neda Simeon ova 
Staff Writer 
Have you ever found yourse lf listening to a well-known 
story, and discovered that it suddenly seems to be a com-
pletely different story from the one you know? A perfect 
example can be found in the movie "The Dish." 
"The Dish" tells the story of Apollo II , the first space-
ship to go to the moon and back in 1969. It takes us far, 
far away from the U.S.- all the way to Australia, to a 
small town named Parks, where the largest receiving dish 
in the Southern Hemisphere was, responsible for keeping 
track of Apollo II while the American transmitter was out 
of range. The plot of the movie is based on a very proud 
moment in American history and yet it is told in an entire-
ly Australian way. 
The main Australian characters are Cliff(played by Sam 
Neill), Glenn (Tom Long) and Mitch. They are the team 
responsible for operating the dish. To make sure that their 
instructions are correctly followed is the American mem-
ber of the team, AI, sent directly from NASA. 
When technical problems arise, they get fixed the 
Australian way-by lying to NASA. If that is not enough, 
gust ing winds threaten the team's delivery of internation-
al TV images of mankind's greatest achievement- their 
first steps on the moon. 
Let's erase any doubt about the end of the story, as the 
world has long witnessed the histori c moonwalk. The 
movie would not shock you with any other great achieve-
ments. Instead, it throws a handful of funny and annoy-
ing characters, such as nosy wives, a hypercritical daugh-
ter, girlfriends, and a sheepish security guard into the mix. 
The plot twists through moments of comedy and light 
drama; surprisingly, I did join the audience with a laugh 
or two of my own. Don't get me wrong; I wouldn't say 
that the movie was bad. I have seen worse movies and 
managed to stay until the end of many of them, yet I 
"ould not put this movie in that category. I low can any-
body blame a film that brings to the forefront sentimen-
tality and a sense of American pride? Sending men to the 
moon in 1969 with the technology of that time was an 
amazing achievement. Shots of the moonwalk were 
included in the film, and at their appearance the entire 
audience grew quiet. Yet, somehow the main characters 
seemed shallow. I found it difficult to relate to any of 
them, and had to work hard on memorizing their names for 
this review. And because I do not want to be too discour-
aging I would say that The Dish, "based on a true story of 
what we didn't see" showed a new and charming way of 
telling an old story. 
lOam's latest a funny, honest collection 
By Sharon Doering 
Correspondent 
Sam the Cat 
by Matthew Klam 
Hardcover, 
Random House, 2000 
243 pages 
Love, re lationships, sex, and, well, sex! 
are what are on Matthew Klam's mind in 
his hilarious debut short story collection: 
"Her butt had become the focal point of 
our life together. It was soft and circular 
and amazing. I wanted to crawl inside it" 
For the reader, each of Klam's seven 
tales is an entertaining fling (nothing 
heavy, although Klam does probe weighty 
issues, asking tough questions about mar-
riage, sexual preferences, and the prospect 
of true love) that exposes his characters' 
fickleness and insecurities: "Sometimes 
when I traveled for work I pretended I was 
a foreign spy." Klam's stories are not dull 
or whiny discussions of life and relation-
ships, but are fully loaded with energetic 
narrative, genuine dialogue, and surpris-
ing events. 
" Issues I Dealt with in Therapy" takes 
place overseas, where the narrator's 
bulimic, fat, "most skyrocketing" friend 
sweats heavy over whether or not AI 
Gore will helicopter in for an appear-
ance, while he neglects his bride-to-be, 
among other things. Klarn's voice is 
exceptionably original and strong, narrat-
ing as though he's talking directly to the 
reader and giving up his most intimate 
thoughts: 
"The problem is, despite my current 
confusion, which I'm corning to, I love, 
love women. I like to see them bark for 
me. That's a joke. I love having a girl-
friend. All they ask for is a normal degree 
of fide lity, and then they'll let you do 
whatever you want to them." 
Chin Performs at Big Mouth 
Klam's descriptions? Memorable: "The 
bump up over her hip that's so unbeliev-
ably beautiful it proves God's a perverted 
ass freak." Both " Issues I Dealt with in 
Therapy" and the last story in this collec-
tion, "European Wedding," were pub-
li shed by the New Yorker. which also 
named Klam one of the twenty best fic-
tion writers in America. 
If versatility of subject matter, writing 
style, and point of view is what readers 
are looking for, they won't find it in Sam 
The Cat. What they will find is a remark-
ably funny and honest collection from a 
mid-thirties, yuppie-type, male narrator. 
Klam is fantastic at what he does with 
stream of consciousness-which is, to 
make you laugh and ned wildly, shouting 
Yes! Yes! 
Books are reviewed for the 
Chronicle by students from the 
Fiction Writing department. 
If interested send an email to: 
chroniclereviews@hotmai l.com 
Contempo~ 
Patricia Morehea • isureii-Mitchell, 
Co-A s ·fa;: 
South Let p ew Music 
Festival 2001 
"The Sopranos" 
Friday, April 20, 7:30PM 
Columbia College Concert Hall 
1014 S. Michigan 
featuring Columbia composer Sebastian Huydts 
and soprano Carol LoVerde 
Post-Concert Jazz Party with Bobbi Wilsyn and SHE 
Tickets $18, $10 (students, seniors) 
1/2 price with this ad! 
Owayne Thomas/Chronicle 
Poet StaceyAnn Chin graced the stage at the Hokin Center's monthly "Big Mouth" open-mic event in late 
March. Chtn's overtly homosexual and sometimes profane tone captivated her a~dience at Columbia. Staff 
writer, TreAndres Members' coverage of the event can be found at: www.ccchrontcle.com. 
Call (312) 554-1133 
VISA, MasterCard, Amex 
www.cubeensemble.com 
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All Access 
nteans all access 
By Megan Diaz 
Staff Writer 
Sting, as well as AI Green (below) were two 
of many featured performers in the !MAX 
spectacular, All Access. 
Dave Matthews Band and AI Green, 
Kid Rock, Macy Gray, Carlos Santana 
and Rob Thomas, Sting & Cheb Mami, 
B.B. King, Trey Anastasio and The 
Roots, Moby, George C linton & 
Parliament Funkadelic and Mary J. 
Blige, and Sheryl Crow. These are not 
the artists featured on the latest compel-
lation disc , but you can see them for less 
money then you' ll have to dish out for 
NOW?. 
ALL ACCESS : Front Row. 
Backstage. Ll VE! Presented by 
CERTS, combines the visual thrill of 
the giant IMAX screen experience, 
with a front-row seat and backstage 
pass to the performances by some of the 
greatest multi-platinum acts in music. 
The opening sequence starts as you 
weave your way through the arena 
parking lot filled with tour buses, semis 
and performers' limousines, and step 
through the door marked 
"Authorized Personnel Only!" 
Then, follow a security guard as he 
leads you down the wind ing hallways 
beneath the stage, c limbs the stairs past 
the lighting consoles and steps over the 
cables on the floor. Pass electricians 
adjusting speakers, musicians tuning 
their instruments, sound engineers in 
front of their mixing boards and sit right 
on stage during sound check. 
Next, you' re in the dressing room, lis-
tening in on conversations between 
artists as they warm up their voices, pull 
on their stage clothes, stretch their mus-
cles and prepare fo r the show. 
Suddenly it happens. Sting appears 
larger then life , singing," Desert Rose." 
I felt chill s all though my body, the 
same chills that run though my body 
whenever I hear our national anthem. I 
couldn 't be lieve it. I fe lt so moved by 
Sting; someone that l never really paid 
any attention to before. Now remember, 
I' m an N'sync fan, but at that moment, 
I would have traded a ll fi ve for Sting. 
The camera swung fu ll circle around 
him as he sang, and the sound that was 
pumping thro ugh the speakers was 
awesome. The sights and the sounds 
were so overwhelming, I felt like I was 
actua lly there. 
After the fi rst performance, I knew 
this was go ing to be something special, 
and I was right. With a wide variety of 
artists shown, this film has something 
for everyone. For example, my dad 
went with me to see All Access. Out of 
the comer of my eye, I not iced his foot 
tapping as B.B. King took over the 
screen, a sign that he was having a good 
time. Believe me, it 's tough to impress 
my dad, but he admined to really enjoy-
ing himself. 
So, the summer concert season start-
ing, and I'm sure you and a ll of your 
friends are trying to decide what acts to 
see. Take my advice and go see All 
Access. You won't have to wait in a 
t icket line for five hours, and the cost of 
the ticket won' t leave you broke for the 
rest of the summer. But you will have 
air conditioning, popcorn, comfortable 
seats, and an unbelievably good time. 
• Navy Pier l..oews I max Theatre 
700 E. Grand Ave Suite 115 Chicago, 
ll60611 
312-595-0090 
• All Access: Front Row. Backstage. 
Live! (Not Rated) 
Frl · Sun 9:50 12:40 4:50 7:40 
Mon 9:50 12:40 6:10 7:50 
THE 
RETURN 
OF THE 
RIGHTEOUS 
BABE 
By Vince Kong 
Assistant A&E Editor 
Card carrying members of the 
Right\!Oillf Babe Army will 
rejoice with Ani DiFranco' s lat-
est 29-track, double CD, 
"Revelling and Reckoning ." 
R&R is DiFranco's eighteenth 
album and like her previous 
efforts, this album contains a 
mix of upbeat percussive jams 
with quiet, acoustic ballads; all 
the while, featuring Difranco's 
staccato, puffing and breathless 
vocal style. 
Of course, the prolific 30-
something does her typical 
ranting and raving about how 
independent a woman she is, 
with her hip-hop track, "Ain' t 
That the Way." But, like her 
previous efforts, this album 
neatly frames her story telling 
abilities over quiet arpeggios. 
While some of her harshest 
critics claim that this word-
April 16,2001 
smith's voice sounds like water 
hining a radiator in July, to me, 
her smoky and smooth stylings 
are reminiscent of a nice long 
walk on a brisk spring day. 
DiFranco will, however, man-
age to impress critics and fans 
alike with her impressive host 
of collaborators, namely, sax-
man Maceo Parker and slide 
guitarist Lloyd Maines. 
In all, her devout fan base will 
lay down their greenbacks 
regardless, but for those who 
haven't seen the light, R&R 
may just be worth the $20. But 
then again, what DiFranco 
lacks on this album, she' ll sure-
ly make up for in her Jive per-
formance. So, maybe save 
your money, download some 
songs off Napster (while you 
still can), and catch DiFranco 
when she tours Chicago this 
summer. 
1
'AN ABSOLUTELY ECSTATIC EXPERIENCE!'' 
GRAM MY NOMINATED DEBUT ALBUM, AUDIO, 
AVAI LABLE EVERYWHERE! 
Student Rush Tickets! 
PURCHASE TICKETS ON THE DAY OF THE 
PERFORMANCE FOR $25. 
Muot prosont valid atudtmt 10 tit tho box oUico. Tw o t ickets 
rnay bo PlJrdtasod per 10 . Subjot;1 to nvall"hllity. Box o ff leo Ia 
opon Mon·· Sat, 911m ·10pm ontl Sun, 12-?ptn. 
TUES-THUR rwa. FRI ~9 7+10. SAT @ 4,7+10, SUN <!.~ 3+6 
BOX OFFICE 773.348.4000 
tlcket~ns•ter 312.902 .1500 
GROUP SALES 773.348 .3300 
r41f•tm• • ••r.oom AI<H1 lll'lml,.hl• ''' l ~k"'"'"'tor l"kJc•t c.,,,.,., Domiulcll '' (.,_ , ,.,m l'irt• rtf t11l, IIJ\0\1'@11 lhu)fJHII ""~ f Jlutll• 
BRIAR STREET THEATRE 11.800.BLUEMAN 
:n :n NOflTH H/\LS I LD CHIC/\GO bJuoma n.com 
- USA Today 
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Stop by the Chronicle Office (Room 205, Wabash Building) 
to pick up a complimentary pass (good for two) to a special advance screening 
of CROCODILE DUNDEE IN L.A. at the Pipers Alley Theater on Thursday, April 19TH. 
.. 
PUMa w e available while suppllnlast on a flrat-come, first-served basis. One pus per persan. No purchase necessary. Employees of ell promotional partners and their agencies are not eligible . 
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Invite You and a Guest to the Movies! 
Get your complimentary pass for two to a special advance screening of 
Thursday, April 19, 2001 
7:30PM 
Landmark Century Centre, 2828 N. Clark St. 
Chicago 
To pick up your complimentary pass, please stop by 
Columbia Chronicle office 
Room 205, Wabash Building 
Passes are available on a first-come, first-served basis. No phone calls, please. No purchase necessary. 
,.,.,. ......... 
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ACROSS 
1 "The Raven·· poet 
4 Publrc vehicle 
7 Certification of a 
will 
t4 Country hotel 
t5 Well-honed skill 
t6 Of the dawn 
17 Greek wine 
t 9 Dealers 
20 Nile dam 
2t TV role for 
Borgnine 
23 Watery 
24 Film reel 
25 Singer Sumac 
28 Geolog1callime 
period 
29 nme between t 2 
and20 
30 Ostrich relatives 
32 Muscle-building 
hormones 
34 Banquets 
35 "Saini Maybe" 
wnter 
37 Poinsettia, e .g . 
40 Barnyard strutters 
44 Desert springs 
45 Teriyaki or pes to 
46 Hatrstyling 
product 
47 Woad or anil 
48 Skunk 1nd1cator 
49 _ slaw 
50 Put back pictures 
52 Dine at home 
53 Hopeful one 
56 Of questionable 
stock 
58 Having more 
greenery 
59 Weep 
60 " Got a Secrer 
61 Nags 
62 Coloration 
63 Part of rpm 
DOWN 
1 Buccaneers 
2 Single attempt 
3 Interweave 
4 Conrad or 
Barbara 
5 Coffee server 
6 calgary event 
7 Cause of 
sympathy 
8 Rustic 
9 By mouth 
t O Augur 
t 1 Exist 
t 2 Black goo 
t 3 Goller Ernie 
t 8 _ Quentin 
22 Force 
24 River of Rouen 
25 Sure thing! 
26 Cushion 
27 Ninnyhammer 
29 Barbecue tool 
30 ''Touched by an 
Anger' star 
31 Male red deer 
33 Very unusual 
34 Ram's charges 
36 Somewhat 
rmmature 
37 G rassy ground 
38 Wages 
39 Exploit 
4t Sell-indulgent 
spree 
42 Palltate 
Solutions 
IJ 3 d 3 n H. s IJ 3 1 s 3 d 
3 A I 8 0 s . IJ 3 I 
" v 3 1 a 3 IJ 8 1 1 I . IJ 3 IJ ~ ~ s v N I l. v 3 . ~ N V H 3 ~' 3 1 0 0 . >IN I l. s 3 1 3 ~ 3 0 n v s . s 3 s tt
s IJ 3 1 s 0 0 IJ 
. 3 ~ IJ n d s 
• • IJ 3 1 A 1 3 N N V •• s l. s v 3 ,.s a I 0 IJ 3 l. s 
s v 3 H IJ S N 3 3 l. N 0 3 ty~ 
·~ A ~ 3 1 1 0 0 d s N I H l. V H 0 V'l . N VM s v 3 a v IJ l. . 1 v tt 0 tt n 
"• 3 l. v 8 0 IJ d . 
43 Long and thin 
45 Ringo and Belle 
48 Transparent 
49 Automobile 
compartment 
50 Sch1sm 
51 New Vorl< state 
V N I s l. 3 IJ 
l. IJ 
"• 
N N I 
s n 8 . 3 0 d 
canal 
52 German river 
53 Lofty mountatn 
54 Witness 
55 Mas' mates 
57 Gehrig of 
baseball 
Buy One And Get Another 
Of The Same Product 50°/o Offl 
O n a w ide selectio n of superio r quali ty GNC vitam in 
and mineral supplements; and sports nutrit ion , 
herbal and personal-care p roducts. 
112 block south of Harrison 10% off w/ student ID 
I GNCLiveWell: I 730 S. Dearborn (312) 663-9591 Corner of Dearbor n and Polk 
Mon.-Fri. 10-6 I Sat. 10-S I Sun. - Closed 
· • cblu'rhbia 'Cti'ronicle 27 
~lassifieds 
Announcements 
Europe $199 one way. 
Mexico/Caribbean or Central America 
$250 round trip plus tax. Other world 
destinations cheap. If you can beat 
these prices start your own damn air-
line! Book tickets online 
www.airtech.com or toll free 
877-AIRTECH 
EARN UP TO $10/HR 
Work on campus FIT or PIT for as little 
as 5-10 hrslwk or as many as 40 
hrs/wk. Be your own boss. Create your 
own schedule. Limited Positions. Call 
Rebecca 708-385-3002 
17 People needed to Lose 
Weight! Teresa lost 23 pounds in 30 
days! 100% Natural, Call 1-800-296-
8190 
CAMERAMEN 
JOURNALISTS EDITORS POLISH-
SPEAKING FOR TV PRODUCTION 
PART TIME CALL: 312-906-8888 
775 WEST JACKSON BLVD. 
CHICAGO, IL 60661 
For Sale 
Art Gallery For Sale 
Established, very profitable art gallery 
for sale. Turnkey operation, plus owner 
is available to train/consult. Gallery spe-
cializes in an area with lots of opportuni· 
ty to increase sales, clientele and artist 
portfolio. Call Craig @ CFS 630-836-
8448 
Classified Advertising Rates: 
Only 25 cents per word. 
All major credit cards accepted. 
Pre-payment required. 
Deadline: Friday 5:00 p.m. C.S.T 
To place your order, visit the world 
wide web at: 
http://www.universaladvertising.com 
BUYER BEWARE: Neither Universal 
Advertising nor Columbia Chronicle assume 
responsibility for damages resuHing from 
any advertisements. 
CALL 312·344-7432 with Questions 
Textbooks 
Want to sell your Term paper? 
We give you S 10 for each and every 
Term paper or essay that you upload 
onto our site. 
www.SeiiYourTermpapers.com 
Jobs 
TELEVISION INTERNSHIPS 
available with Lake County Television. 
Gain hands-on experience in television 
production. Positions available year-
round. Call 847-782-6080 for an 
application. 
HELP WANTED 
Help wanted to work outdoor conces-
sion stands at Navy Pier. Days, 
evenings or weekends. Full and part 
time positions available. For more infor-
mation call: Nikki 312-296-5097 or 
Email Trolley001@aol.com 
HELP WANTED 
General 
FRATERNITIES/SORORITIES/CLUBS 
Student Groups earn $1 ,000-$2.000 this 
semester with the easy 
Campusfundraiser.com three hour 
fundraising event. No sales required. 
Fundraising dates are filling quickly, so 
call today! Contact 
Campusfundraiser.com at (888) 923-
3238, or visit 
www.campusfundraiser.com. 
WVVVt/.CAMPUSFUNDRAISER.COM 
Looking for flexible hours that you can 
center around your schedule? 
Telesight is a Market Researc h firm looking for 
Telephone Interviewers 
To Conduct 
Customer Satisfaction Surveys 
You must posses a c lear & articula te voice 
Be familiar & comfortable with computer & keyboard 
25-30 wp m required 
We offer: 
Excellent Bonuses $ 
Comfortab le a tmosphere 
$8 M-F, $8.50 Sat. 
$1 .50/hr. performance incentive 
Great location 
just steps from the Chicago & Franklin El stop 
Call us today 
Telesight, Inc. 
820 N. Franklin, Suite 200 
(312) 640-2563 
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COLLEG{E·. HO-TLINE 
Fly 
Home. 
Aprtl16, 2001 
Mom's sure to 
make your 
favorite 
for dinner . 
1·8.88 ~41.1..~.2.FLY ... .. . 
w LOW f.ARES TO: LO , ... _ "" ... 
..... . 
'!'I'" ... 
• Minn./St. Paul from $45 
• Myrtle Beach from $69 
• Kansas City from $70 
• Buffalo/Niagara from $79 
www. flyv anguard.com 
, Open 24 Hours a Day . 
• New Orleans from $99 
• New York from $99 
•• Pittsburgh from $99 
• Atlanta from $1 0 9 
• Dallas/Ft. Worth from $1 0 9 
• Los Angeles from $1 0 9 
• Denver f rom $1 2 9 
.. 
• I ILS lniC liONS APPLY. PRICES I $2 75 PER SEGMENT FET ADVANCE PUR· 
CIIASE RES fniCTIONS APPLY. FARES ARE NON-REFUNDABLE OLACKOUT DATES 
APPLY. SI:Af S ARE LIMITED AND MAY NOT BE AVAILABLE ON ALL FLIGHTS PRICES 
AFIE SUBJECT TO CHANGE AND DO NOT INCLUDE PFC'S OF UP TO $12 ROUND· 
fRIP, OR A FUEL SURCHARGE OF $10 EACH WAY, WHEAl: APPLICABLE. MORE CIA· 
CUITOUS ROUTINGS WILL REQUIRE ADDITIONAL PER SEGMENT CHARGES. 
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pass your first test: [ * I ~ 
n..uPs Get up to $23,000* EARN& 
~~~ in College Education Assistance 
PACKAGE HANDLERS 
Steady. Part-Time Jobs • $8.50-$9.50/hou• • Weekends & Holidays Off AND Great Benefits! 
HODGKINS* ADDISON * 
(1-55 & 1-294 • South Suburbs) !Army Tra11 & Lombard Rds) 
Ph: 1-888-4UPS-JOB • Access Code: 4417 Ph: 630·628·3737 
To Hodgk1ns lake one of the follow1ng buses 7o AddiSO" ldhe PJCC bus #536 or #393 
1169 #390 #391 #392 #395 #397 #890 #833 
NORTHBROOK PALATINE* 
(Shermer & W1llow Rds) 'H1cks & Rand Rds, 
Ph: 847-480-6788 Ph: 847-705·6025 
Up to $10,000 Education Assistance To Pala'1ne from Elg1n lake pace bus #556 
To Northbrook take pace bus #212 
For more information. please call our facilitieS d~rect or our 24-hr. JOblme at: 
:::~. 1: 
www.upsjobs.com/chicago 
...... 
• UPS Earn & Learn Program Gwdel1nes Apply 
don't pass it up ... 
pass it on! 
Underground Cafe 
Lower level of the 600 S. Michigan building 
Monday - Thursday Bam to 6:30pm, 
Friday Bam to 3pm 
Columbia Chronicle 29 
Lo ndon ... ... . .. $372 
Paris ....... . . $448 
Rome ....... .. .... $398 
Frankfurt . . .... $438 
Brussels ... .... . $399 
30 Sports 
Return of Hawks' 
greats may return 
them to greatness 
Stan ley Cup playoffs are upon us once more, but for the fourth season in a row, the 
Chicago Blackhawks are golfing 
when they should instead be pursu-
ing the Stanley Cup. 
Instead of blaming the players or 
the coaching, Hawks' fans tend to 
Sal J. Barry 
Webmaster 
blame team 
owner Bill 
Wirtz for the 
decline in the 
Blackhawks' 
competitiveness. 
This blame is 
not without 
merit, though, 
as it is the 
owner's desire 
to save money 
that holds the 
team back. 
A string of 
bad player 
transactions has been the crux of 
the Blackhawks downward spiral: 
· the 1996 trade of superstar Jeremy 
Roenick for Alexei Zhamnov; the 
lopsided trade of goaltender Ed 
Bel four in 1997; squandering the 
opportunity to sign goal-scoring 
machine Brett Hull in 1998; and the 
trade of all-star defenseman and 
team captain Chris Chelios in 1999. 
These moves were made to allevi-
ate the Hawks' payroll, but also 
alleviated the team of most of its 
talent as wel l. 
Another contributor to the Hawks' 
demise has been their lack of play-
off appearances-a cruel catch-22 
of sorts. A playoff-bound team will 
make a big deal at the trading dead-
line to bolster their chances in win-
ning the Stanley Cup. The Hawks 
are usually out of the playoff race 
by that time, so it isn't worth their 
money or other resources (draft 
picks, personnel), since the team 
will be golfing in two months. The 
cycle is doomed to repeat, until sev-
eral things happen. 
First off, the Blackhawks need a 
new coach. Alpo Suhonen, the 
coach for the Blackhawks, had to 
relinquish coaching duties at the 
end of March due to heart prob-
lems. This opens up an opportunity 
for someone else to become coach, 
someone who can inspire and moti-
vate, someone who knows how to 
score goals. That someone is cur-
rent Ass istant Coach Denis Savard. 
Savard, a member of the Hall of 
Fame, was one of the greatest 
Blackhawks ever. The Blackhawks 
have a solid group of scorers-
Tony Amonte, Steve Sull ivan, 
Michael Nylander, and Eric Daze. 
All are good, but having Savard as 
their coach would bring them to the 
next level. Under his tutelage, 
Tony A monte could reach the SO-
goal plateau, and break the I DO-
point barrier, while the team would 
see an overall increase in offensive. 
The llawks need to score goals; 
Savard can teach them how. 
Picking up a good free agent or 
two would also help the team make 
the playoffs next season. There is 
one free agent that could make a big 
difference-former Blackhawk 
Jeremy Roenick. Adding Roenick 
to the llawks would give them what 
they ' ve needed since his depar-
ture-a top line center. In order to 
do that, the llawks may have to 
shell out a few more dollars . 
But that's unlikely to happen, as 
long as fans willing ly shell out up 
to $75 a seat to see the Blackhawks 
lose. After four years of losing, it 
may be time for llawks' fans to 
spend their money elsewhere until 
the team spends a few more dollars 
on j~Ood players. Perhaps when the 
maJority of ~~eats are empty, Wirtz 
wi II !lee that he needs to spend 
money to make money. 
Draft 
Continued from Page 31 
Defensive Tackles 
I. Gerard Warren, Florida 
The Skinny: When Warren is right, he can 
dominate like no other defensive tackle in the 
draft. 
"The only thing that stands between 
him and greatness is himself," said 
Delahaut. "He has not shown the deter-
mination to work and has been lazy with 
his conditioning. He can stuff the run or 
attack the quarterback. He also has the 
ability to play in a two-gap scheme 
shielding linebackers from blockers, but 
he would be better served as an upfield 
player that penetrates." 
2. Marcus Stroud, Georgia 
The Skinny: Has huge potential but 
doesn't use his size or ability. 
"He can get a push, but his laziness 
causes him to play too upright," said 
Delahaut. "He's a sure tackler but he 
rarely makes a play from behind. He 
showed enough in the Senior Bowl to 
get drafted in the first round, but he will 
probably continue to be a Chester 
McCiockton clone." 
Defensive Ends 
I. Jus tin Smith, Missouri 
The Skinny: Is considered the best 
defensive end in the draft. Some ques-
tion what position he is most ideal for, 
and others are worried about Smith 
becoming a bust. 
"Justin Smith is absolutely the real 
deal," said Rang. "He dominated on a 
defense relatively devoid of NFL talent. 
Rival offenses would stack their protec-
tion against him, trying to make anyone 
other than Smith make the stop. It didn't 
work. Smith led his team in total tack-
les, as well as tackles for loss and sacks. 
He is a legitimate top three prospect and 
will be highly considered by Arizona 
with the second overall pick." 
2. Andre Carter 
The Skinny: Carter is the son of for-
mer NFL player Rubin " Hurricane" 
Carter. He is a dedicated player who is 
fundamenta lly sound. 
"Carter has excellent balance, quick-
ness, and speed," said Delahaut. "He's 
not a top I 0 selection because he does-
n't have the upside that other prospects 
offer, but he will show up with his lunch 
pai I in hand for the team that selects 
him." 
Outside Linebackers 
I. Tommy Polley, Florida State 
The Skinny: Has good speed and 
quickness. He ran a 4.55 forty at his 
recent FS U workout. 
"Polley's slender build and past knee 
injury are concerns, but his speed to the 
ball and overall athleticism makes him 
one of the top outside linebackers in this 
draft," said Rang. "He could go any-
where from the middle of the I st round 
to the top of the 2nd and will be an 
immediate starter." 
2. Brian Allen, Florida State 
The Skinny: Allen did a 37-inch vertical 
leap and ran a 4.71 time in his recent per-
sonal workout. He is a tough player who 
has a good chance to flourish in the NFL. 
"Allen is one of the more underrated 
players in the entire draft," said Rang. 
"He has been a consistent, durable per-
former for the Seminoles for the past 
several years." 
Middle Linebacker 
I . Dan Morgan, Miami 
The Skinny: The all-time leading tack-
ler in the history of Miami football. He's 
a rugged player who is already a leader. 
He has a chance to produce right away 
and may be this year's Brian Urlacher. 
" I have him as the favorite to win the 
NFL Defensive Player of the Year," said 
Delahaut. 
2. Kendrell Bell, Georgia 
The Skinny: Ran a 4.6 at the combine 
and added a 38.5-inch vertical leap. Bell 
is an aggressive player who will be able 
to use his great speed to disrupt oppos-
ing offenses. 
"Kendrell Bell is a fine middle line-
backer who may be the most ferocious 
hitter of this class," said Rang. "Bell is 
underrated by some who point out that 
he was protected by two of the better 
defensive tackles in collegiate football 
(Richard Seymour and Marcus Stroud). 
However, those big boys didn 't help 
Bell when he was the starting middle 
linebacker and defensive leader of the 
most statistically dominating junior col-
lege defense in history." 
3. Torrance Marshall, Oklahoma 
The Skinny: Considered a good athlete 
with excellent size and speed. Some 
scouts feel he needs to get stronger. 
"Torrance Marshall simply has a knack 
for making the big impression," said 
Rang. "Whether it was by winning the 
MVP of the FedEx Orange Bowl, or by 
blowing scouts away by running an 
amazing 4.45 forty at 245 pounds, 
Marshall is skyrocketing up the draft 
board and could crack the first round." 
Cornerbacks 
l. Fred Smoot, Mississippi State 
The Skinny: Talks more than Julia 
Roberts on Oscar night. Smoot has 
impressive leaping ability and knows 
how to position himself to make plays. 
"They say it isn't bragging if you can 
back it up, and he does," said Delahaut. 
"Smoot has excellent speed and can 
blanket a receiver. He does not defend 
the run but neither did Deion Sanders 
Photo courteay ol lht Unlvtlllty ot Wltcon11n 
Michael Bennett looka to break down dtltnata In tht NFL rather thin doora. 
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during his prime. He will usually get the 
last laugh, and he will always get the 
last word." 
2. Nate Clements, Ohio State 
The Skinny: Earned All Big Ten hon-
ors in 2000 for Ohio State University. 
He plays at over 200 pounds, but he still 
has the quick hips and speed that scouts 
love. Clements is a strong tackler that 
displays catch up speed. 
"He needs to use his speed because he 
gets caught looking into the backfield 
too often," said Delahaut. "He could be 
the first cornerback selected." 
3. Jamar Fletcher, Wisconsin 
The Skinny: Fletcher disappointed 
many with his recent workouts. He still 
has a good chance to go in the first 
round, and being named the best comer-
back in college football last year is a 
good accolade to have on your resume. 
"Fletcher is a bit of a enigma," said 
Rang. "He has excellent quickness and 
anticipation to the football, but lacks the 
height (5-8) or the speed ( 4.58-4.65) to 
project well in the NFL. If he is protect-
ed by a defense with an excellent pass 
rush, Fletcher could develop into one of 
the better big play cornerbacks in the 
league. However, if he is drafted onto a 
team with little pass rush, NFL receivers 
will speed past him and simply out-
jump him for the football." 
Free Safeties 
l. Hakim Akbar, Washington 
The Skinny: Has the size and speed to 
become an impact player. 
"Akbar is rising up the charts after a 
very impressive workout for scouts," 
said Rang. "He plays an incredibly 
aggressive game, and can be beat due to 
this aggression. However, he has the 
uncanny ability to be in the right place 
at the right time, and has a knack for 
making the game-changing play." 
2. Idrees Bashir, Memphis 
The Skinny: Has good speed and cover 
skills. 
"He has not been utilized as a blitzer and 
needs work if he plays near the line of 
scrimmage in that role," said Rang. "He's 
a fast-rising athlete with the talent to be a 
complete safety with some refinement." 
Strong Safety 
l. Adam Archuleta, Arizona State 
The Skinny: A quick player who is 
able to maintain his speed at all times. 
He's also able to rush the passer. 
"Archuleta is one of the real wildcards 
of the draft," said Rang. "Much like cur-
rent Chicago Bear Brian Urlacher, 
Archuleta was plugged all over the field 
to maximize his uncanny combination 
of speed, strength, and playmaking abil-
ity. His transition to safety in the NFL 
could be bumpy at first, but ultimately, I 
expect Archuleta to develop into a 
heady, physical, John Lynch type per-
former." 
Kicker 
l. Bill Gramatica, South Florida 
The Skinny: Set school record with a 
63-yard field goal. Had only one miss 
inside 40 yards. However, at least one 
person thinks his profession is in anoth-
er sport. 
"Maybe the Chicago Fire can use him, 
because he doesn 't have enough accura-
cy to make it in the NFL, regardless of 
his last name," said Delnhaut. 
Punter 
1. Nick Harris, California 
The Skinny: At this point It's doubtful 
anyone is rending this. If you are 
though, you' II be hnppy to kno~ thll\ 
Hnrrls Is the career NCA I ad r In 
both punt yardl\llC nnd punt • No~ au d<• 
your homework. 
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Continued from Back Page 
doubt he is a top-flight feature back" 
3. Michael Bennett, Wisconsin 
The Skinny: Bennett's draft stock took a 
hit a couple of months ago when he was 
arrested after a llegedly breaking down the 
door of a woman who li ved in the same 
apartment building as Bennett . Bennett 
has great speed, having qualified for the 
Olympic I 00-meter dash. 
" His world-class speed and compact run-
ning style will make him a stellar NFL 
running back," said Dclahaut. And what 
about that arrest? "My contacts in 
Madison assure me that his character is not 
a concern," sa id Delahaut. "The concerns 
were also dispe lled with his accountabi lity 
and attitude at the recent combine." 
Wide Receivers 
I . David Terrell, Michigan 
The Skinny: Terrell was a force in prac-
tically every game last year. lie suffered a 
stress fracture in his foot, but still played 
through it. At 6-3 and 213 pounds, Terrell 
will likely be the first receiver selected. 
Most people are not worried about his foot 
hindering him as he begins hi s NFL career. 
"Terrell 's stress fracture will not be of 
great concern to NFL clubs," said Rang. 
"He was able to complete his personal 
workout without experiencing any prob-
lems and has been medically cleared. The 
fact that Terrell p layed so well the second 
half of the season on that fi'actured foot 
has NFL clubs sa livating as to how good 
this kid could be when I 00% healthy." 
2. Koren Robinson, NC State 
The Skinny: Robinson displayed excel-
lent concentration and the abil ity to make 
catches in traffic . He broke all of Torry 
Ho lt's records at N.C. State, and is a top-
level athlete that occasionally puts himself 
ahead of team goals. 
" His wi llingness to accept coaching could 
make or break him at the next level," said 
Delahaut. "The general manager that 
selects him will be risking a Ryan Leaf 
type situation if they invest a top five 
selection. The team that rolls the dice on 
him will probably get burned ." 
3. Freddie Mitchell, UCLA 
The Skinny: Mitchell has come back 
strong since a gruesome 1998 injury to his 
knee. He has regained all of his speed and 
his hands are considered the best o f all the 
receivers in the draft. lie is an elusive 
receiver who can be jammed at the line 
and may struggle against physical comers. 
"Freddie may not be the best option for 
a team that has to deal with bad weather 
conditions," said Delahaut. " II is flamboy-
ant personality rubbed some teammates 
the wrong way at UC LA. lie will go in the 
fi rst round because of his hands and his 
performance in the Sun Bowl against 
(Thorpe-award winning cornerback) 
Jamar Fletcher." 
4 . Santana Moss, Miami 
The Skinny: Moss is undersized at 5-9, 
but he is considered a tremendous talent 
Helmer 
Continued from Back Page 
little more lack ing in. 
" We've got more fans than they do," 
said Matt Shepard, a right fielder. "We 
draw the crowd, baby!" 
Among the spectators was shortstop 
Jim Dunn's entire fam ily-his parents 
Lyd ia and Jim, and hi s s ibs, Kelly, Evan, 
Colleen and Keith Dunn, all braved the 
cold for both games, wrapped up and hud-
dled in sleeping bags, to watch Jim play. 
''Jimmy was very excited to play his 
first college game on his birthday," said 
Lydia Dunn. 
" I just can't wait to get o ut and play," 
said Jim Dunn, before the game staned, 
and while things dido 't go so well the first 
game, the teams high spirits and encour-
agement never dwindled. 
due to his great production at Miami. He 
wowed scouts at a recent workout with 
both his speed and vertical leap. Moss 
could go anywhere from the tenth pick to 
the last pick of the first round. While some 
teams aren't worried about his size, others 
have concerns. 
" lli s s ize is definitely going to limit his 
productivity," said Rang. "The simple fact 
is no wide rece iver less than 5- I 0 has ever 
been drafted in the first round. Moss is 5-
9 . lie could develop into a premium play-
maker if allowed to play in the s lot, as Az-
Zahir I fakim has with the Rams, however, 
if he is expected to play on the outside, he 
could struggle." 
5. C had Johnson, Oregon State 
The Skinny: Johnson, who once attend-
ed Santa Monica Junior College, is hoping 
to have the same type of success in the 
NFL as fellow alumnus Issac Bruce has 
had. Scouts took notice of Johnson during 
Senior Bowl week, when Johnson caught 
every ball thrown to him. He's got some 
good genes too. His cousins include NFL 
stars Keyshawn Johnson and Samari Rolle. 
"Johnson has superb pass-catching abili-
ty," said Delahaut. " He can make highlight 
plays look routine. On the other hand, he 
will also make bone-headed plays, and he 
didn' t present himself well at the combine. 
A one-year college player like Johnson will 
be drafted high because of his potential." 
Fullback 
I. Heath Evans, 
Auburn 
The Skinny: 
Evans is a versatile 
fullback who is an 
exce llent blocker. 
For a fullback, 
Evans displays great 
quickness. 
Tight E nd 
1. Todd Heap, 
Arizona State 
The Skinny: 
Could be as 
valuable to his 
team as Tony 
Gonzalez is for 
the Chiefs. At 
6-4, Heap will 
make a new 
best friend in his 
quarterback. 
" lie played 
basketball in col-
lege at Arizona 
State and it shows 
ond tight end selected." 
Offensive Tackles 
I. Kenyatta Walker, Florida State 
The Skinny: Walker has g reat athlet icism 
for a man his s ize, and may become a 
dominant tack le in relatively short time. 
lie has great footba ll smarts and is a hard 
worker. 
"Walker has the excellent footwork to 
develop into a premier left tackle," said 
Rang. " I expect him to develop into a fine 
player, eventually being considered as a 
legitimate Pro-Bowl type performer." 
2. Leonard Davis, Texas 
The Skinny: Davis is considered a dom-
inant run-blocker that also is good at pro-
tecting the quarterback. lie may be taken 
before Walker on draft day. 
" Dav is has a higher upside then Walker," 
said Rang. " Despite his huge size, (6-5, 
370) the man is incredibly athletic and 
could dominate the position. That said, 
while his footwork is excellent for a man 
his size, it isn't li kely fast enough to keep 
him on the left side in a pro offense. There 
are also concerns about Davis' ability to 
keep his weight in check as well. He has 
some bust potential due to we ight con-
cerns, but if allowed the move to right 
tackle, he could eventually go down as one 
of the all time dominating run blocking 
tackles." 
G uards 
l. Steve Hutchinson, Michigan 
The Skinny: Hutchinson is con-
sidered by many to be a future Pro 
Bowler. He is a versatile lineman 
who has the ability to play anywhere 
on the line. 
" Hutchinson is the top g uard in the 
draft," said Delahaut. " He 
remains the safest offensive 
lineman pick and will be 
selected after the top I 0 
only because he's not 
a tackle". 
Centers 
I. Robert Garza, 
Texas A&M-
Kingsvill e 
The Skinny: Played 
well at the Senior 
Bowl. Has the abil ity 
to not only play center 
but guard too. 
"At the combine he 
proved to coaches and 
scouts that he could compete 
with top-leve l competition 
after playing at a small school," 
said Delahaut. 
2. Dominic Raiola, Nebraska 
The Skinny: A smart player 
in his footwork and 
hands," Delahaut 
said. " He's a poor-
mao 's Tony Gonzalez 
with his routes and as 
a downfield rec~i ving 
threat. Will stay with 
blocks, yet he does not 
dominate in this area. 
Will be the first or sec-
who performs on a consistent 
basis. Knows how to 
longsnap, wh ich can 
only raise his value. 
Survivor ll's Elisabeth 
Filarski has her eye on a certain 
quarterback in this See Draft, page 30 year's draft. 
"You got his number, M.J.! Do it up!" 
yelled Dillon Smith to h is teammate, 
number 23, Joe LoSasso, who was at bat. 
" It 's not exactly going the way we 
hoped. These guys (Wildcats) are good 
hitters. Almost every one of them is mak-
ing contact. It puts a little more pressure 
on the fielders," said Mark Ramirez, in 
the bottom of the third inning when things 
weren't looking too good for the Bees. 
Dunn, however, was more positive about 
the situation. He raised his hands by his 
sides, smiled and said to his family in the 
stands, "you win some, you lose some." 
Game two went a lot better than the 
fi rst-the wind died down by that time, 
and though they still lost. the Bees played 
much better. 
In the top of the third inning, Brian 
Kover managed to throw in a fly ball to 
the catcher, Steve Sharp, who tagged out 
Alvarez, of the Wildcats, just as he was 
sliding into home. 
"We did play better the second game," 
said LoSasso after the game. " It was less 
windy, and we had more fun." 
And that seemed to be the Bees ' secret; 
as soon as they started having fun, they 
played much better. 
" It 's all about having fun playing, and 
getting drunk afterwards," said Matt 
Shepard with a laugh. 
" I thought it was great," LoSasso said 
about the game. " I had a lot of fun; it was 
the spirit of baseball that brought me out 
here today." 
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The point 
is Smoot 
S traiuht out the Bears should draft defense in order to so ltd· ify their ofT season tnOH'S. 
The Bears picked up three-time Pro-
Bowler and massive run-stoppe r 
Ted Washington from the Bullalo 
Bills. They also added tackle Keith 
Noel Sutcliff 
Tra) lor of the 
Broncos in the 
free agent mar-
ket to help out 
ends Phillip 
Daniels and 
Bl) an Robinson. 
This makes a 
solid defensive 
line to compli-
ment Brian 
Urlacher in the 
middle, and the 
Correspondent gravcdigger 
Barry Minter on 
the outside. The 
front eight should be staunch 
against the run, but these moves 
failed to address the issue of the 
pass rush. 
The front four only produced 13.5 
sacks last year while the Buccaneers 
Warren Sapp had 16.5, and he was 
doubled teamed the whole year. 
Mike Wells and Jim Flanigan arc 
quality lineman but they arc not 
pass rushers. That is why the Bears 
gave Phillip Daniels all the money 
last year, to rush the quarterback. 
The only thing that Daniels rushed 
to do was to s ign his contract. 
Most believe the answer to the 
Bears needs is on the offensive side 
of the ball. Judging from the Bears 
ofT season defensive free agent sign-
ings, the offense would be the direc-
tion. The Chargers will take quarter-
back Michael Vick No. I. Running 
backs LaDainian Tomlinson and 
Deuce McAllister will not be there 
for the Bears pick at eight. The 
other playmakers left are receivers 
Dav id Terrell and Koren Robinson. 
Face it if the Bears plan on com-
peting in the NFC Central they will 
need to beat the Bucs. Neither 
Robinson nor Terrell wi ll not fai r 
well against the dominant Bucs sec-
ondary. Marcus Robinson is com-
ing ofT an injury and so is Bobby 
Engram. When healthy Robinson 
can dominate and Engram is a good 
possession receiver. The offensive 
line is improving and many oppo-
nents considered that area the Bears 
strength las t year. 
If Tomlinson or McAllister slip 
down the board it will be a tough 
call fo r Mark Hatley. Running backs 
arc hard to draft just look at 
Rashaan Salaam and Curtis En is. 
Point in case look at Emmitt Smi th 
coming out of co llege few teams 
could tell was go ing to be the back 
he turned out to be. The Bears 
should gamble on a back in the sec-
ond or third round. Anthony 
Thomas with his fumble problems 
could slip down to the second round 
and would be a solid pick. 
In the end the Chicago Bears 
should shock the league and se lect 
cornerback Fred Smoot out of 
Mississippi State. A dominant cor-
ner, with the new additions on the 
line, wi ll help the pass rush compli-
ment fe llow corner Thomas Smith. 
Missouri's Justin Smith, will be 
gone by the ninth pick and they 
should select the top defensive play-
er left. Conventional thinking is that 
a back like Tomlinson or McAllister 
behind the offensive line would help 
out Cade McNown. Ask Trent 
Dilfer last year what helped him out 
more, rookie Jamal Lewis or Super 
Bowl MVP Ray Lewis. Smoot 
would be the missing piece of the 
puzzle. The Bears could have a 
defense that could compete with the 
Bucs and sneak into the playoffs 
with a weak non-division schedule. 
Besides, those who think I' m nuts 
the point is Smoot. The answer is 
Smoot. 
NFL Draft 2001 
Two draft experts help 
the Chronicle break down 
this year's top players 
By Scott Venci 
Sports Editor 
The NFL Draft comes around once a year. It gives bad teams the 
opportunity to select some of 
college football 's biggest stars. 
Last year. the Bears selected 
linebacker Brian Urlacher. who 
went on to become the 
Defensive Rookie of the Year. 
lt"s players like Urlacher that 
teams dream about draft ing. a 
player who single-handedly 
changes the landscape of a 
football team. Who will be this 
year's Urlacher? Two NFL 
Draft Experts help the 
Chronicle break down this 
year 's best players. 
Rob "Boomer" Rang, whose 
draft website (www.boomers-
draft.com) was hailed as one of 
the best by ESPN Magazine, 
and Jacob Delahaut, known as 
the "Mel Kiper without the 
hair .. spent time talking about 
everyone except the player's 
grandma's. And that was only 
because we wouldn't allow 
them to. 
The following is a list of the top 
available players at each position: Photo Courtesy of the Associated Press 
Virginia Tech's Michael Vlck hopes to land on his feet in the NFL. Above, Vick battles It out with a Clemson defender. 
Quarterbacks 
I. Michael Vick, Virginia Tech 
The Skinny: Yick is considered the best 
quarterback in this year's draft. There are 
some that say he may become the 
Michael Jordan of football. He has a can-
non arm and runs a 4.2 forty. The San 
Diego Chargers are expected to make 
Yick the first pick in the draft. However, 
some people don't think Yick is ready to 
shine at the next level just yet. 
''Yick will need at least two years of 
quality quarterback coaching to develop 
his understanding of the complicated 
defensive schemes throughout the NFL," 
said Rang. "That said, he 's arguably the 
most incredible athlete to step onto the 
gridiron since Jim Brown. If he's 
allowed to develop the mental aspects of 
the position, Yick could revolutionalize 
the game." 
2. Drew Brees, Purdue 
The Skinny: Brees at 6-0 is considered 
too small by some NFL teams to be a 
' ucccssful quarterback. 
"I antic ipate Drew Brees developing 
into a fine NFL quarterback," said Rang. 
.. It isn't hi~ height that concerns me so 
much. as ~honer quarterbacks such as 
Mark Brunell and certainly Doug Flutic 
have shown that height isn't as signifi-
cant of a fac tor as once believed. 
llowcver, Brees' lack of great arm 
'>trength will likely limit his effective-
ne'>' in the NFL. If he is dralted hy a 
dub who run~ a precise timing olTense, 
much like the We'>! Coa' t Offense and 
play'> in an environment where wind 
isn't a huge factor. I see Brees develop-
ing into a sol id starting quarterback." 
3. Chris Weinke, Florida State 
The Skinny: Weinke won the Heisman 
Trophy last year, but it has done nothing 
to elevate his draft stock. Weinke spent 
six years in the Toronto Blue Jays farm 
system and took up football late. He is 
al ready 28-years-old, and teams may not 
want to bui ld a team around someone 
who will be receiving social security 
checks in a couple of years. 
" He has excellent size and arm 
strength ," said Delahaut. "He needs to be 
drafted by a team that fields a strong 
offensive line due to his mobility prob-
lems. Delahaut likes Weinke's intangi-
bles. ''He is very committed to being the 
best player he can be by putting in ade-
quate film time. His age is a plus if a 
team is looking for a more mature play-
er, but I believe that a 28-year-old rookie 
is not as valuable an asset as a veteran 
signal-caller." 
4. Mike McMahon, Rutgers 
The Skinny: Performed very well in the 
Blue-Gray game. Has the arm strength 
and mobility to be a successful quarter-
back. 
5. Tim Hasselback, Boston College 
The Skinny: Hassel back is really about 
the ninth best quarterback in this draft, 
but he's going out with Elisabeth from 
Koren Robinson may be lhe Bear's top choice during the flrsl round of the NFL Drah. 
Survivor. That's good enough to raise his 
draft stock to the fifth slot. 
Running Backs 
I . Deuce McAllister, Mississippi 
The Skinny: McAllister is considered a 
superb athlete with breakaway speed and 
the ability to catch passes out of the 
backfield. He's a big play running back, 
someone who can score every time he 
touches the ball. Some NFL teams are 
worried about his durability, as 
McAllister has suffered minor injuries 
throughout his career at Mississippi. 
"I'm concerned about his willingness 
to lay it on the line after he receives his 
fat rookie contract," said Delahaut. "But 
he could be the ideal fit for a West Coast 
Offense if he brings a level of desire that 
he has not displayed thus far." 
2. LaDainian Tomlinson, TCU 
The Skinny: He has led the nation in 
rushing the past two seasons. Tomlinson 
showed that he was more then capable of 
running an NFL offense after running in 
an option.veer offense at TCU. Was the 
MYP at this year's Senior Bowl, a game 
I hat features some of the best players in 
I he country. 
"His performance caught my attention 
at the Senior Bowl with his quick feet 
and lower body strength," said Delahaut. 
"He needs 10 prove that he can run inside 
and take punishment, but he's very simi-
lar to Emmill Smith in style and appear-
ance all his state of his career. There is no 
See Draft, page 31 
Columbia plays inagural game 
By Jill Helmer 
Staff Writer 
In their scnsnn opening nnd 
first-ever gnmes, Jwn de f'enls 
weren't enough lo kill lhc spir-
it o r I he l'olumhin Ki ller llces 
husebulllenm. 
The Ki ller flees plnyed n 
double hcndcr, nnd were de len l-
ed hy Nurl hwcslern Wildenls 
17 flund 11-2. 
hn vc run play ing." said Dave 
Rendennnn, third busenmn li1r 
the Bees. 
mnnngcd to chnngc into their 
uniforms without too mnny 
c:lothes blowing nwny on the 
windy field, nnd then hcnd~-<1 
out to th~: tidd hl wnnn up. 
Though the chilly wcnth.:r nnd 
ncnr 50 mile per hour winds 
gnvo the: t.:nm som~: tNubtc 
plnying. it didn't stop n smnll 
numhcr of' tlms 1\'0m comin{! 
<1111 uml 1\lllling the Occs on. 
S<llllcthinl! Northwcstcm wM t1 
(;ilrrmk;io lilo JIIKIIO 
Wombl~'t Al•ro Ue•ww !l'ltt reedy lu field e ground ilnll during ono ollilo Klilor 
~'op<ottlc .... 
"No lllllllcr how rtiiHIY )\II Ill eS 
we wiu, 1111 llllll lel' how nu1ny 
).!ll rtlc• we lc'"c, we're ).!oinJ.t In 
Fun playing'/ Th.: lkcs we1·e 
having f'nn heflli'C they evl!n 
arrived nt lhe field. They mel 
in the lobby or the I K E. 
Congress dnrms, nnd cheered nl 
ench player's nrrivnl, until the 
IOIII f iHilllbcr of' lllnycrs l'enchcd 
lhe nine lhnl t cc•y needed hi 
piny, The flees llwn pikd inln 
three dillcrcnl curs nnd cnru· 
vnnncd 11111 hi Nnrlhhi'IHik li1r 
the !lllllle. There, lhc• lkcs 
See Htlmtr, page 31 
